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ABSTRACT 

The use of sur&ces other than spheres m optical systems has become increasingly 

practical due to advances in manuficturing technology. Two such ahemate sur&ce types 

are adheres and dififractives. A^heiic surfaces are typically used to control the Seidel 

(and higher order) aberrations. Dif&active surfeces, because of their high diversion, can 

be used in broadband systems to provide chromatic aberration correction as welL 

The aim of this work is to develop general statements about the application of 

aq)heric and diffractive surfices to photographic and digital imaging lenses. The use of 

such complex sur&ces can reduce the number of elements in an imaging system while 

maintaining equivalent image quality. General rules regarding this design tradeoff are 

developed. 

The inq>rovement in performance achieved by adding aspheric and diffractive 

sur&ces, alone or in combination, to one, two and three element lenses is examined. A 

measure of performance is defiaed based upon the transverse ray errors calculated from 

real ray tracing. Usmg this, lenses of equal performance are designed for various 

combinations of numerical aperture and field angle. Contours of equal performance are 

conq>ared for lenses of different constructional parameters. 

The design of an objective lens for a digital still camera is considered as an 

example application of the use of a^heric and diffiactive surfiices. Possible configurations 

for one, two and three element lenses are discussed. 

The use of diffractive suifiices in broadband imaging systems brings with it the 

associated cost of stray fight due to the variation of diffraction efficiency with wavelength. 
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Under the condition of a low contrast object, the effect of diffraction efGciency is mchided 

in the measure of performance and the systems containing diffiactive suffice reevaluated. 

The smgle axis symmetry of the a^heric or difB^ctive surfices used resuhs in the 

mability to remove surfice to suifice decenter in the lens element during the final edging 

process. The sensitivity of the systems containing aspheric surfices to a decenter error is 

examined and con:q)ared to that of a conventional system. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Optical designers have traditional^ relied iq)on ^herical optical sur&ces in lens 

systems. The primary reason for this is that ^herical sur&ces are relative^ 

straightforward to produce and test. Advances in manu&cturing technology have made 

the use of sur&ces other than inheres in optical systems increasing^ practical Two such 

ahemate sur&ce types are aspherics and diffinctives. hi this work we examine the 

performance inqirovement that can be achieved by adding aq)heric and dififractive surfaces 

to one, two and three element lens systems, bi this chapter we discuss issues relevant to 

the use of a^heric and di£Eractive surfeces, and outline the organization of the 

dissertation. 

1.1 Aspheric Surfaces 

In the following sections we discuss the descr^tion, effect, manufacture and 

testing of a^heric surfaces. 

1.1.1 Description of Aqiheric Surfaces 

A qiherical surface is described by its radius of curvature. The surface will be 

rotationaOy symmetric with reject to any line passing through the center of curvature. 

The coordinates of a q)herical surface can be described by the equation 
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ch  ̂

i+VTv  ̂

>^ere c is the curvature of the surfice (the mverse of the radius), h is the radial distance 

from the vertex and z is the sag of the surfiice. 

An a^heric sur&ce, as its name denotes, is one which is not ^hcricaL There are 

several types of a^heric surfices, and various ways of describing them. In this work we 

shall concem ourselves onfy with a^heric surfiices that are rotationally symmetric. Unlike 

a ^herical sur&ce, the a^heric surface will exhibit rotational symmetry about only one 

axis. Once this axis is defined, the aspheric surfiice can be described by its departure from 

a base ^herical surface. For our work the departure from the base sphere can be 

represented by fourth and higher order even pofynomial terms. Thus, we can write 

ch  ̂
2 = 1  ̂+ Ah'*+Bh'+Ch' 

>^ere c is again the curvature of the sur&ce, h the radial distance and A, B, and C are 

req)ectivefy the 4"*, 6"*, and S"* order polynomial coefScients. This is a common 

representation of an a^heric surface v^ch is found in optical design programs, and is the 

one we will use to describe our aq)heric sui&ces. We have arbitrarily listed the a^heric 

coefScients onfy up to the 8th order. It is possible to cany more terms, and most lens 
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desigii software will typica% allow up to at least the 20th order term. For our work we 

will use terms only up to the eighth order. When designing with aq)heres on commercially 

available design programs the aqiheric coefScients A, B, C etc. are allowed to vary, mudi 

as radii and thickness are nonna% allowed to vary. 

1.1.2 Effect of Aspheric Surfaces 

Spherical surfaces are used to create optical power, ^^ch allows the formation of 

images. We assume that the reader is familiar with the basics of paraxial optics and image 

formation. There are many books that cover these subjects (Jenkins, 1976) (Hecht, 1987) 

(Smith, 1990). 

llie images formed by ^herical surfaces general^ contain well known aberrations. 

The third order (or Seidel) aberrations that are produced can be calculated using the 

paraxial ray data and the following equations: 
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where Si is the ^herical aberration, Sn the coma, Sm the astigmatism, Siv the Petzvai 

curvature, Sv the distortion, and wtere y is the marginal ray height, u the marginal ray 

angle, and i the marginal ray angle of incidence, the barred quantities are the 

corresponding chief ray values, n is the refractive index, and c the sur&ce curvature. The 

quantity (nhu) is a constant kno^ as the Lagrange mvariant, evaluated m the image 

pace. This constant is often given a separate symbol, but was not in the reference we 

took the equations from (Shannon, 1997). Primed symbols refer to the vahie after a 

sur&ce and unprimed before the surface. 

The main reason for the use of a^heric surfaces is to control aberrations. The 

addition of a^heric terms to the base ^herical sur&ce will mtroduce correponding 

aberration contributions, while leaving the paraxial imaging properties unchanged. With 

regard to the third order aberrations, these aspheric aberration contributions can be added 

direct^ to the aberrations of the base pherical sur&ces to yield the third order aberration 

of the system. The equations for the apheric third order aberration contributions are: 

Sj^=in'-n)Ay* 

Sn, y S j ,  
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the subscript "a" indicating aspheric contributions. The symbols y and n refer to the same 

quantities as above, and A is the fourth order pofynondal coefficient. 

Examination of the equations shows that the position of the a^heric sur&ce within 

the system affects its aberration contribution. If the adhere is positioned at the stop of 

the systemi, the chief ray height will be zero, and the adhere will only introduce ^herical 

aberration, hi this case, selection of the a^heric coefficient can create a desired amount 

of ^herical aberration. If the adhere is positioned away from the stop (and not at a 

pupil), it will again introduce spherical aberration, but will also produce coma, astigmatism 

and distortion. Hie amount of each of these aberrations introduced depends upon the 

amount of ^herical aberration and the ratio of the chief and marginal ray heights, raised to 

the appropriate power. The a^heric terms do not affect the Petzval curvature. 

la addition to the five Seidel aberrations, ^herical sur&ces also may produce axial 

and lateral chromatic aberration. Changmg from a spherical sur&ce of a given radius to an 

a^heric surfice of the same base radius wiH not aher these aberrations. That is, the 

aqihoic terms do not contribute to the axial and lateral diromatic aberration. The addition 

of the a^heric terms, however, will introduce chromatic variation of the Seidel 

aberrations. The rule of thumb is that the diromatic variation introduced is approximate^ 

equal to the waves of aberration introduced by the adhere divided by the Abbe number of 

the glass the adhere is on. Thus if we have a piece of glass with an Abbe number of 60 

v\diich has an asphere introducing 20 waves of ^herical aberration on it, the sur&ce will 

also produce one third of a wave of spherochromatism.Beyond the third order aberrations, 

the a^heric contributions are not as easify calculated. Each order of the adhere will 



primarily affect wavefront aberrations of the same order (ray aberrations of one less 

order). Thus a 6th order aq>heric term will primarify introduce 6th order wave aberration 

and Sth order ray aberration contributions (Shannon, 1997). 

1.1.3 Mamifachire of Aspheric Surfaces 

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the primary reason for usmg 

^herical surfaces is that they are relatively straightforward to manufacture and test. 

Spherical lenses are normally produced by grinding and polishing glass. Pieces of glass 

that are roughed to shape or preformed lens blanks are blocked up on a spindle, and a 

spherical tool is then randomly moved against the blanks. Successively smaller grit is used 

to create a surface of the required radius. The surface is then polished to optical quality 

using a pitch lap. The pieces are fl^ped and the second surface created in a qmilar 

fa^on. The lens is then centered and edged to the desired outer diameter. The important 

aspect to note is that the lapping of a surface tends to produce a sphere. That is, spherical 

surfaces are self-generating. The manufacture of ^herical lenses is a highfy developed 

process (Twyman, 1988). 

The manufacture of aspheric lenses can be considerabfy more difficuh. The basic 

reason for this is the symmetry difference between a ^here and an asphere. While random 

motion will tend to produce a sphere, controlled motion will be required to produce a 

desired adhere. The method of manufacture of an asphere will depend on a number of 

factors, such as the number of elements to be produced, their size, and the material they 

are to be made o£ Small production, for instance, one to five lenses, may be hand 
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polished. la this process, a spherical sur&ce may first be generated by the method above, 

and then the aspheric departure put in by hand working the piece. The initial ^herical 

sur&ce generated is not necessarily the base ^herical sur&ce, but may be chosen to be the 

^herical sur&ce that will require minimum material removal to create the desbed aspheric 

profile. An example of a small production run could be aspheric lenses for the prototype 

of a camera. 

Larger production runs may make it economical to directly machine aspheric 

sur&ces onto lenses. An example of this is the production of a^heric lenses for infirared 

systems. A common approach is to diamond turn the a^heric surface. la diamond 

turning, the piece to be fiibricated is mounted on the ^indle of a high precision, computer 

controlled lathe. A diamond bit is used to remove material and form the desired sur&ce. 

The noiaterials that are diamond tumable is limited, so this is not a solution for all 

problems. 

Another direct machining process is the use of computer controlled generating 

machines, which have become commercial^ available. These machines create aspheres by 

providing the correct motion between tool and part to produce the desired surface. The 

princ^le is .shmlar to that of handworldng the a^heric sur&ce, but the tool movement is 

peiformed by the machine instead of the optician. The parts may be finished using 

magneto-iheological finishing (MRF). In this process, a magnetic field is applied to a 

shiny containing iron and cerium oxide, \^ch stiffens the fluid and polishes the lens. 

These machines and processes are described in the article by Klinger (Klinga:, 1999). 

High volume production of a^heric elements is often achieved through replication 
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processes. An aspheric surface alone, or an entire a^heiic lens can be produced. Li the 

case of a single sur&ce, it may be accoiiq)lished by first producing a ^herical sur&ce 

using the standard method described earlier, placing a layer of epoxy on the sur&ce, and 

shaping the epoxy by appfying a master sur&ce form. The epoxy can then cured, possibly 

by the application of UV light, and the master removed. 

To make the entire lens, molding is the standard process. This consists of makmg a 

mold with appropriately defined surfaces, putting the lens material in the mold under heat 

and/or pressure, and allowing the material to take the shape of the mold. The part is then 

removed and the process repeated. Molding is well known using plastic, and is becoming 

more common with glass. 

1.1.4 Testing of Aspheric Surfaces 

The testing of aspheric surfaces presents another challenge for their use. Spherical 

surfaces are usualfy tested using either test plates or an interferometer. In the case of test 

plates, the lens is placed upon a test plate of known radius, and interference fiinges are 

created due to the difference between the two surfaces. Evaluation of the fiinges provide 

information on the radius and ^heridty of the lens surface. Evahiarion on an 

interferometer is similar. The radius can be determined by evaluating the surface at two 

positions, the distance between them being the radius. 

In some cases it may be possible to measure an aspheric surface directfy with an 

interferometer. This will depend upon the amount of departure of the a^heric surface 

firom a qihere. If the departure is too large, many interference fiinges will be created, and 
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the inteiferometer will not be able to resolve them, yielding incorrect measurements. One 

way to overcome this is to use a null lens, which is a lens system that will correct or 

reduce the aberrations of the a^heric sui&ce under test. Since the null lens will correct 

the aberrations of the a^heric sur&ces it will generally have the aberrations of the surface, 

but opposite in sign, makmg testing of the null lens the same problem as testing the 

original adhere. However, if the null is designed properly, measurement of the individual 

coooponents and pacings allows a high degree of confidence that it wOl properly correct 

for the adhere when assembled. 

Another method of testing a^heiic sur&ces is sur&ce contact profilometry. This 

consists of running a stylus over the aq>heiic surface and the generation of a profile of it, 

v^ilich can be con^ared to the desired surfiice. An exaiqple of this equ^ment is the Taylor 

Hobson Form Tafysurl^ which is commonfy used to provide feedback for diamond turning 

and con^iiter controlled polishing machines. For a more detailed descr^tion of testing 

optical surfaces, the reader is referred to the book by Malacara (Malacara, 1992). 

1 1 niflractive Surfaces 

DifEiractive surfices are cuirentfy a subject of considerable interest. The main 

reason for this interest is the advance in manufictuiing technologies which allow them to 

be practically fabricated. It should be noted that \^e diffractive optics are currentfy a hot 

topic, they are not a recent invention. A significant exanqile of this is Wood's publication 

of a paper on his '̂ hase reversal" zone plate, approximate^ one hundred years ago as of 

this writing (Wood, 1898). A history of the development of diffiractive optics can be found 
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in the dissertation by Buralli (Buralli, 1991). 

1.2.1 Description ofT>iflfracrive Surfaces 

Figure 1.1 shows a cross sectional view of a surface relief difSractive, wdiere the 

step height (typically about 1 micron for the visible region) has been exaggerated. The 

surface consists of a series of zones or rings and is normalfy defined sudi that moving 

firom one zone to the next corre^onds to a diange of one wave of optical path difference 

in the transmitted wavefi-ont. This structure is similar to that of a diffiaction grating. A 

convenient way to understand the effect of a diffiactive surface is to think of it as a 

diffraction grating vdiere the period of the grating is allowed to vary as a function of 

position on the surface. 

Figure 1.1. Cross sectional view of diffiactive surface, with exaggerated step height. 
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Gwen that a diffiactive sur&ce acts as a continuously varying period diffraction 

grating, the design of a diffiactive surfice essentially involves ^ecifying the grating period 

as a fimction of the surfice coordinates. In this work we are concerned only with 

rotationaify symmetric difOractives, so we need to spedify the grating q>acing as a fimction 

of radial position. 

Two models, the Sweatt and the phase, have commonly been used to describe 

diffiractive sur&ces in lens design codes. In the Sweatt model, the dififractive surfice is 

represented as an ultrahigh refiactive index lens, the index value typicalfy being 10,000. 

Sweatt showed the equivalence between this lens and a diffractive sur&ce (Sweatt, 1977). 

This model allowed the di£5:active surface to be ray traced and optimized usmg the 

then available lens design code features. It has the advantage that it provides a fanriliar 

refractive lens approach to the sur&ce, albeit using an unusual material However, the 

Sweatt model has largely been replaced by the phase model, \^ch has been iiqplemented 

in many lens design codes. 

M the phase model, the difi&active sur&ce is represented by an even order 

po^omial eq^tion of the form 

^lich describes the phase the dif&active in^iarts. This is the form used in the design 

program CodeV (Optical Research Associates), and is the one we shall use for our work. 

Care must be taken wdien evaluating the phase and the coefiScients, particular^ \^en 

changing between various lens design codes, as definitions and normalizations vary. As 
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with aspheres, the coefficients of the various tenns can be made variable in the 

optimization process. The diffiractive structure can be placed upon a flat, q>herical or 

a^heric surfiice. 

Whichever method is used to describe the surfiice, it is inqiortant to appropriately 

model the diq)ersion of the diffi'active. Similar to a diffiraction grating, the diffiractive is 

quite sensitive to wavelength, and is extreme^ di^ersive when con^ared to typical 

refiactive sur&ces. Usmg the standard measure of diqiersion, the V number, it can be 

shown that a diffi'active sun&ce operating in the visible ^ectral region has a V number of 

-3.4S (Stone, 1988). The negative sign of the Abbe number indicates that the diversion is 

in the opposite sense to that of refractive sur&ces. That is, where blue light is deviated 

more with req)ect to red light for refiractive sui&ces, with a diffiactive sur&ce the red 

light would be deviated more than the blue. 

1.2.2 Effect nf Diflfracrive Surfaces 

Diffiactive surfaces can be used for several puiposes. These include correction of 

chromatic aberrations, athermalization, and airay generation. In this work, we will be 

concemed with the use of diffiractive surfaces for their chromatic aberration correction 

properties. We now present an exanqile of using a diffiractive surface to create an 

achromatic singlet. 

An achromatic lens is one wdiere the foci for two wavelengths are the same. When 

operating in the visible ^ectrum, these wavelengths are often chosen to be the F and C 

lines, 486.1 nm and 646.1 nm, re^ectivefy. It is well known that two different glasses can 
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be combined to create an achromat Typically, this is achieved by combining a positive 

lens of a low dispersion glass with a negative lens of a high diversion glass. This is 

described in any of the standard lens design texts (Kingslake, 1978) (Smith, 1992) 

(Shannon, 1997). 

Assuming the two lenses are thin and in contact, the equations to generate an 

achromat from a given pair of glasses are 

where (j> is the desired power of the achromat, VI and V2 are the Abbe numbers 

(corre^onding to the chosen wavelengths) of the glasses used, and ^ and ^ are the 

required powers of the individual elements. 

Consider the example of generatmg an achromat with a power of 0.01 (efl of 100) 

from a combination of BK7 and SFl. BK7 has a V number of 64.2, while SFl has a V 

number of 29.5. Phigging these values into the equations above yields a power of 0.018S 

(focal length of 54) for the BK7 element and a power of -0.0085 (focal length of -117.6) 

for the SFl element. 

Now consider adding a diffiactive surface instead of a negative power high 

diversion second element. This is often called a hybrid achromat, hybrid referring to the 

mix of refractive and difB:active surfiices. Some care should be taken in usmg the term 

hybrid, as it is also associated with systems ^ch are combinations of glass and plastic 
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elements. The equations for the difEractivc achromat are the same as for the two glass 

achromat, with the Abbe number of the dffiactive replacing the Abbe number of the high 

diversion glass. 

Using BK7 and the diGfractive V number of -3.4S, for this hybrid achromat we find 

the power of the BK7 element to be 0.009S (focal length of 105.4) and the power of the 

dif&active sur&ce to be 0.0005 (focal length of 1960.8). Coiiq)aring the refractive and 

hybrid achromats, we see that for the refractive case, the low diversion element has a 

positive power (focal length) and the high diq>ersion element negative power (focal 

length), v\Me in the hybrid case both powers (focal lengths) are positive, bi the refractive 

case, the positive element introduces more power than the final power required, the 

negative subtracting the required amount, in the hybrid case, the individual powers are 

both less than the final power, the two adding to achieve the necessary amount. This can 

be advantageous by reducing the curvature of the surfiices. 

In addition to creating an achromatic condition, the refractive or hybrid 

combinations can be tailored to produce a desired amount of chromatic separation. This 

can be thought of as creating a single element of a desired V number (Stone, 1988). 

1.2.3 Mapiifachire of Diflfracrive Surfaces 

As mentioned above, it is to a large extent the practical manufacture of diffractive 

surfaces that has renewed interest in them. We brie% discuss the more commonfy used 

methods of producing diffractive surfaces: lithography, laser writing, direct machining^ and 

replication. 
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lithographic techniques for producing diffiactive sur&ces are qmilar to those used 

m the manuficture of electronic circuitiy. A mask containing opaque and transmissive 

regions is imaged onto a substrate \^ch has been coated with a photosensitive layer. The 

photosensitive layer is developed, leaving bare substrate regions in the area of eTqiosure in 

the case of a positive resist. The opposite case is also possible by usmg a negative resist. 

The surface is then etched to produce a surfiice relief structure, material removal occurring 

in the bare substrate regions. Following the etching, the substrate consists of two levels, 

^ch led to the term binary optics. A series of masks can be used to create more levels, 

generating a staircase approximation to the desired surfece profile. If the masks used have 

continuos variable transmission continuos surfiice relief profiles can be generated. 

Lithographic techniques are usualfy limited to nearly flat surfiices. 

Solgel techniques can eliminate the etching step. la this process the solgel material 

turns to glass after e7q)osure and baking (Rantala, et. aL, 1998). 

Laser writing produces diffiactive surfices in a way similar to the lithographic 

technique. In this case, instead of using a mask to create an irradiance pattem on the 

substrate, a laser ^ot is scanned over the sur&ce. By controlling the power of the beam, 

and its scan speed, continuous^ varying pattems can be generated. Etching can again be 

used to generate the sur&ce relief structure. 

Direct machining of di£B:active suiftces is often performed by single point diamond 

turning. As discussed with regard to adheres, the surfiice is generated by removing 

material usmg a diamond bit. The size of the diamond tool limits the feature size that can 

be produced. This method is normal^ used for rotationalfy symmetric diffiactives. 
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Any of the methods described above to create a dififractive sur&ce can also be used 

to create a negative of the desired diffiactive surface, which then can be used as a master 

to replicate firooL Replication can occur by injection molding, embossing, or epoxy 

methods. 

1.2.4 Testing ofDiflfrat^ft Surfaces 

Three types of tests are normaify performed on diffiactive optics. First, the surface 

relief structure is evaluated for correct zone radii, height and profile. Hie testing method 

used for measuring the zone heights and profiles norma% depends on the nrnimnini 

feature size of the surface. Features on the size or smaller than a wavelength of light may 

require the use of a scanning electron microscope. Larger feature sizes can be examined 

using a white light profiler, are commercially available firom several conq)anies. 

Surface contact profilers can also be used, provided the t^ of the stylus can adequately 

profile the surface. 

The second test performed is evahiation of the transmitted wavefiront. The 

wavefiront produced by the dififractive surface can be measured as would the wavefi'ont of 

any optical system. 

The third test that is often performed is the evaluation of the diffraction efBdency 

of the surface. This involves measurement of the amount of energy in the various orders 

produced by the diffiactive. This may be performed for the surface as a whole, or as a 

ftmction of radial position. 



1 Orpani7«tioii of the Disseitatioii 

Eadi chapter of the dissertation is dedicated to one or two subjects. In Chapter 2 

we examine the performance mcrease that resuhs from the addition of a^heric and 

di£B:active surfeces to smgle element lenses. la Chapter 3 we consider the same for two 

element lenses, bi Chapter 4 we examine aspheric and difi&active variations of the 

conventional tr^let. We then consider the use of the various designs for the application of 

digital still cameras. In Chapter S we consider the effect of diffraction efiBdency on the 

performance of the lenses, hi Chapter 6 we compare the sensitivity to decenter of a^heric 

systems to that of a conventional triplet. We also examine the use of a dif&active to 

correct for a nonoptimum center element glass in a tr^let. hi Chapter 7 we discuss the 

conclusions of our work. 
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CHAPTER 2 

STNfil P FT FMENT LENSES 

In this chapter we examine the performance increase that results from adding 

a^heiic and difiOractive suifices, alone or in combination, to single element lenses. We 

begm by explaining our measure of performance and the general guidelines for the lens 

study. Performance contour plots are then generated and discussed. 

2.1 Measure of Performance 

In order to evahiate the in^rovement that resuhs from the addition of aspheric and 

diffractive surfaces, we must have some measure of performance. Two well known 

exanqiles of this are the Root Mean Square (RMS) wavefront error and the Modulation 

Transfer Function (MTF). The measure of performance that we have selected is the value 

of the merit frmction used in the design of the lens. The merit frmction (MF) used to 

design the lenses in this work was the CodeV defauh merit fimction. This provides a single 

number wdiich describes the state of correction of the lens. It is based upon the transverse 

ray errors calculated from real ray tracing, and is essentially a field and wavelength 

weighted root mean square ^ot size. The vahie of this merit fimction is inverse^ 

proportional to the performance of the lens. That is, the smaller the merit fimction value, 

the better the lens performs. The MF is closely related to the RMS and MTF measures, 

but also includes an appropriate averaging across the field of view of a lens. Important 

and practical lens construction constraints can also be included in the MF. 



In addition to the transverse ray errors, user defined and de&uh constraints were 

inchided in the merit iimction Hie de&ult constraints are fimits on the center and edge 

thickness of the elements, which are intended to create lenses that are manu&cturable. 

Hie definih constraint on center thickness is that it be between one-tenth to one-half the 

diameter of the lens. The user defined constraints are the requirement to maintain the 

effective focal length and a limit on the distortion. The constraint placed upon the 

distortion limited its absolute value to less than 2%. This constraint is required because 

the defiiult merit fimction is concemed with the ^ot size with req)ect to the chief ray, and 

not the diief ray's absolute position. It would therefore be possible to have a very low 

vahie for the merit fimction but a large vahie for the distortion, a condition vsMch would 

be imacceptable for the majority of imaging applications. 

The transverse ray errors, and therefore the value of the merit function, will 

depend upon the selected wavelengths, fields and their weightings. The wavelengths used 

were 486.1, S87.6 and 656.3 nanometers, ^^ch are commonfy designated as the F, d and 

C wavelengths. These are the wavelengths used to define the standard V (also known as 

Abbe) number for the visible ^ectral region. Equal weighting was assigned to the 

wavelengths. Three fields were defined for each lens, correq>onding to 0, 0.7 and 1 times 

the fiill field height. Tlie fields were weighted by 1, 0.875 and 0.5 re^ectivefy, which are 

the CodeV defiiuh weights. This weighting enophasizes performance in the center of the 

field. 

The ray pattem defined in the definik merit fimction is a rectangular coordinate 

grid in the entrance pi^iL The defiiult grid pattem consists of 12 rays, in a ^rstem with 



a^heiic sur&ces it is in^ortant to provide adequate sanqiling in the entrance pupiL The 

number of rays was in the merit fundton was thus increased to 128, \^ch corre^onds to 

18 rays across the diameter of the pupiL 

For the off axis fields the grid of rays is scaled such that it fits into the vignetted 

pupiL Vignetting is often used to in^rove the off axis performance of lens systems, and 

we will take advantage of it in our designs. While inq)roving the performance, the 

vignetting will reduce the relative illumination, and thus must be limited. In order to 

achieve a suitable relative illumination the maymnim allowable vignetting was set, usmg 

the CodeV definition, at 30%. This corre^onds to an edge ray entering the pupil at 70% 

of the unvignetted pupil radhis. i^ertures were inserted to create 30% vignetting at the 

full field, unless the diameter of the axial beam required a larger aperture. ID this case the 

aperture diameter was set to be slightfy larger than the axial beam, and the vignetting set 

accordingly. 

2.2 Discussion of Measure of Perfnrmance 

Throughout this work we have used the value of the merit fimction as the measure 

of performance of our systems. Certain questions arise regarding this choice. First, >^y 

use the merit fimction value? Is it a valid system descriptor? Do the lenses representing a 

contour of constant merit fimction perform equa%? Is it fiir to compare lenses from 

different contours, and lenses composed of different sui&ce types and number of 

elements? 

There are two main reasons for choosing the vahie of the merit fimction as our 



perfomumce measure. First, it provides a single number that describes the performance of 

the systenL This allows for easy conq)arison of di£ferent systems, the higher the merit 

fimction value, the lower the performance of the syston. Second, it provides easier 

generation of the various systems \^en conqiared to other performance measures. With a 

single number descr^tor, the con]^uter can do an iterative search until a lens meeting this 

number is obtained, bi addition, the global search target in CodeV is based upon the merit 

function value. 

As discussed earlier, the merit fimction value is essential^ a field and wavelength 

weighted mean square q)ot size. As such, it provides a measure of a fimdamental imaging 

concept - how well does the lens geometrical^ image a point object to a point image. The 

use of the merit fimction vahie as a measure of performance has previous^ used by several 

authors, whose resuhs have been found to be acceptable for publication in peer reviewed 

journals, bi additon, this merit function is the defiiuh of one of the leading optical design 

programs, CodeV, and is a choice for the merit function in other optical design prognuns. 

It has been used to successfully design a wide variety of systems. 

A potential problem with u^g the merit fimction value as a measure of 

performance is that it is a single number which is confuted firom several fields. It is 

therefore possible to achieve the same merit fimction value with muh^le combinations of 

field performance. For exan^le, one could have a small ^ot on axis and a large qiot off 

axis yielding the same value as a large ^ot on axis and a small ^ot on axis. However, 

this is not normalfy the case, as the weighting on the fields in the optimization process and 

the nature of the lens aberrations tends to produce lenses with similar field performance. 



decreasing as we move away from the axis. 

This leads to our next question, do the lenses on a given contour of constant merit 

function value perform equally? If we examine the ray fins, ^ot diagrams, or MTF plots 

of the various lenses, we find there are some differences in the way the lenses are 

corrected across the field. The lenses having smaller fields tend to have more uniform 

performance across the field, wMe the larger field lenses tend to have a larger difference 

in performance across the field. This comes as no surprise, smce there will be a different 

aberration mix as the field is iacreased. However, the lenses do tend to perform better on 

axis at the e^ense of off axis performance, and can be considered to have essentia% the 

same performance. When comparing lenses with different surfiice types and numbers of 

lenses, the argument is much the same as for a given contour. That is, ^\Me there will be 

a different aberration mix as the conq)lexity of the lens increases, the performance trends 

should be similar. 

2.3 Glass Choice 

The lenses in this work are designed using optical glass. The choice of glass 

usualfy depends on several factors, including optical properties such as index of refraction 

and diqiersion, physical properties such as thermal mdex change and e?q)ansion, 

workability, and chemical and environmental resistance, and the economic influences of 

cost and availability. Hgure 2.1 shows the glass map as listed in the Schott glass catalog, 

with each mark on the map representing a glass. It can be seen from this figure that there 

are a large number of glasses to choose from. For this work, four low diversion glasses 
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were selected; BK7, SK4, LaK8, and LaFN21. The location of these glasses on the glass 

map is ^own in Figure 2.2. Hie selection of these glasses was made based upon their 

range of refractive index, from a low of approximately 1.5 to a high of about 1.8. The 

glasses were chosen from the leftmost portion of the glass map to minimize their 

diversion. The refractive index and V mmiber data of the glasses is listed below. 

Glass Index V Number 

BK7 1.517 64.2 

SK4 1.613 58.6 

LaK8 1.713 53.8 

LaFN21 1.788 47.5 

No specific high diversion (flint) glasses were selected. Instead, the refractive 

index and V number of these glasses will be allowed to vary in the design process. In 

order to provide realistic glasses associated with these variables, constraints must be 

placed on their allowed values. This is achieved by defining a set of boundaries on the 

glass map in the merit function. The boundaries used are shown in Figure 2.3. The 

selected glasses and boundaries are superinq)osed on the glass map in Figure 2.4. As of 

this writing the glass map is heavify populated, eq)ecia% along the glass line, and 

replacmg the fictional glass with a neighboring real glass will have little effect on the 

performance of our designs, as the change in index and V number will be mininial. There 

is some desire to move towards a less populated glass m^, ^Mch may make replacement 
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of a fictional glass with a real glass more difBcuh (ZHANG, 1994) (SMITH, 1996). 

2.4 Performance rnntniirg 

Now that we have defined our measure of performance, we need a way to di^lay 

it and to conqjare the various lens systems. Figure 2.S shows a graph consisting of a 

single point. This point represents a lens system that has been optimized u^g the merit 

fimction discussed above. The horizontal axis of the graph is (Half) Field of View m 

degrees, uiiile the vertical axis is the Numerical Aperture (NA) m the image ^ace. Tbie 

horizontal axis scale goes firom 0 to 35 degrees, >^e the vertical scale will be adjusted as 

necessary. The point shown therefore represents a lens system having a field of view of 20 

degrees, and an image space NA of 0.015. If we trace rays and evaluate our merit 

fimction, we determine its value to be 150. Hie lens system thus has performance 

associated with a merit fimction value of 150, and parameters associated with its 

coordinates on the graph. This lens is shown in Figure 2.6. 

If we consider other combinations of field of view and numerical aperture, we 

would expect to be able to find systems that also have the same merit fimction value. An 

exan^)le of this is seen in Figure 2.7, A^ere there are now SK points, representing SK 

different optimized lens systems, each with a merit fimction value of 150, and each with 

the field of view and numerical aperture associated with its position on the graph. We 

have connected the points indicating they create a contour of constant merit fimction 

value. Since the merit fimction value is a measure of the performance of the system, all 

points (lenses) on the contour can be considered to perform equally. Each of the lenses on 



the contour has the same constructional parameters. In this case, they are all single 

dements of BK7, with ^herical surfices. 

The lenses defining this contour were designed by mputting an initial design for the 

required field angle, optimizing the lens, evahiating the merit fimction vahie, and 

repeatedly adjusting the numerical aperture and reoptimizing until the desired merit 

fimction value was reached. If this procedure is carried out for a number of different merit 

fimction values, a series of contours is created as is shown in Figure 2.8. 

Each contour consists of a set of lenses having equal merit fimction vahie and 

hence equal performance. The merit fimction value of the contours can be seen fiom the 

legend. Again, all of the lenses have similar constructional parameters. Examining the 

graph, we see that the contours of lower merit fimction vahie (higher performance) reside 

closer to the horizontal axis than those of higher merit fimction value. 

For any given merit fimction vahie contour, there is a tradeoff between field of 

view and numerical aperture, as can be seen from the shape of the contour. That is, for a 

given contour, increasmg the field of view requires a reduction of the numerical aperture 

to maintain the merit fimction value. Increasmg the field or numerical aperture without a 

corre^onding reduction in the other is equivalent to moving to another contour which is 

fiirther out, and brings with it an associated change in performance. This is an expected 

result, as increasmg the numerical aperture and/or field of view of a given lens form tends 

to reduce the lens performance. In order to achieve performance equal to that of the 

initial contour, some change must be made to the system This often is done by increasing 

the number of elements in the system, or using a different design form Another way to 
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achieve this is to add a^heric or diffiactive sui&ces, the subject of this work. 

In the next section and the following two chapters, we win compare systems of 

different constructional parameters by plotting their performance contours. Note that 

while CodeV was used for this work, similar results would be e?q)ected to be obtained 

with the other commercially available lens design programs. 

2.5 Smple Elements 

Single element systems provide few degrees of freedom for the designer. The radii 

of the two surfaces and the position of the stop are the primary variables, with one of the 

radii normalfy used to set the appropriate focal length. The choice of glass and lens 

thickness can also be considered variables, but they are not as effective as the primary 

variables. In our case, the coefficients defining the a^heric and diffractive sur&ces are 

additional variables. 

With this limited number of variables, it is not be possible to correct all the third 

order aberrations. The final amount of each type of aberration present will depend on the 

field and speed of the lens, as well as its construction. As with most design problems, the 

final designs will be a cooqiromise of aberration correction and performance across the 

field. 

It is wen known that the shape of a lens and its position with reject to the stop 

influences its aberration content. One of the first exaiiq>les normalfy given in a lens design 

text or class is bending the lens to find a mininmitn of ^herical aberration and coma, which 

is typical^ performed for a sman field of view. As the field of view is increased field 
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curvature, ^\4iich the smglet also suffers from, will limit the performance of the lens. In 

multielement systems the field curvature is often controlled by using both positive and 

negative elements, their field curvature contributions having opposite signs. With a smgle 

element the field curvature can be controlled by having similiir radii on both sur&ces. 

However, this shape would generally not be ideal for controlling the focal length and the 

other aberrations. In order to conq>ensate for the field curvature, astigmatism is normally 

introduced to flatten the tangential field. This is accomplished by allowing some ^herical 

aberration and movmg the stop away from lens. 

In addition to the monochromatic aberrations, a single refractive element will 

suffer from axial chromatic aberration, \^ch depends upon hs focal length and V number. 

With the stop at the lens the lateral chromatic aberration wiU be zero, but as the stop is 

moved away from the lens, lateral chromatic aberration will resuh. 

The discussion above can explain the shape of the contour in Figure 2.7. Beginning 

at the leftmost point on the contour the lens is limited primarily by its chromatic 

aberration. As we move to the right along the contour we are increasmg the field, and will 

see the effect of field curvature. As mentioned above, the stop will tend to move away 

from the lens, introducing astigmatism to compensate the field curvature, and lateral color 

as well The axial chromatic aberration is not affected by the movement of the stop, so it 

win affect the performance as it did for earlier fields. In order to keep the performance the 

same, while introducing lateral color and astigmatism, the qieed of the system must be 

reduced. The contour therefore moves closer to the z«o of the vertical axis. As we 

continue to the right along the contour, the field is continual^ increased, the field 



cmvature becomes more of a problran, and the contour reduces its vertical coordinate. 

We now consider a^heric and diffiactive variations of the singlet. The effect of 

adding an aspheiic sur&ce to the BK7 singlet is shown in Fig. 2.9. The scale of the graph 

is selected for comparison with other systems later in the chapter. We can see that there is 

a slight inqirovement in the lens, as evidenced by the contour diifiing. There is almost no 

effect upon the performance of the lens at the small fields. This is because the a:^heric 

sur&ce does not affect the chiomatic aberration of the lens. If the chromatic aberration 

limits the performance, adding an aq>heric surface will not have much effect. The a^heric 

sur&ce also does not affect the Petzval curvature of the lens, so at the larger fields where 

it limits the performance we see little increase. 

The effect of adding a diffractive sur&ce instead of an a^heric surface is shown in 

Figure 2.10. As discussed in the previous chapter, the diffractive surface allows correction 

of the axial chromatic aberration. We would therefore e?q>ect it to increase the 

performance of the lens at small field angles, where the chromatic aberration dominates. 

Looking at the difference between the contours, we can see that this is the case. With the 

axial chromatic aberration reduced or eliminated, the lateral color introduced by moving 

the stop is also eliminated or reduced. This will provide a performance inq)rovement as the 

field of the lens is increased. However, as with the a^heric sur&ce, the dif&active suifice 

does not contribute to the field curvature of the lens. Therefore it win not he^ with this, 

and astigmatism will be mtroduced to con^enstate for it. 

The effect of adding both an a^heric and diflfi:active suifiice to the BK7 singlet is 

shown in Figure 2.11. Since neither the a^heric or dif&active surface affect the field 



curvature, we do not e7q)ect much inq)rovement at the larger fields, and this is seen on the 

grapL At the smaller fields, the adhere allows an inqirovement in numerical aperture. 

It is common to use an achromatic doublet ^en it is not possible or desirable to 

use a diffiactive sur&ce. The construction of such a doublet was discussed in the previous 

chapter. A doublet is therefore the correct ^stem to coiq)are the aspheric and diffractive 

lenses to. Figure 2.12 shows a conq)arison between the various BK7 singlet configurations 

discussed above, and a cemented doublet vv^iose crown element is BK7. The flint glass of 

the doublet was a variable in the design. We can see that the performance of the doublets 

is quite similar to that of the system with the dififractive surface. This is not a surprise, 

since with a doublet the axial color can be corrected. 

As discussed earlier m the chapter, we have selected four different crown glasses 

to use to examine the effect of increasing refractive index. Figure 2.13 shows contours for 

four singlets with ^herical surfices, one for each of our selected glasses. The contour for 

the BK7 element is the same as in Fig. 2.7. We see that the other glasses have contours 

that are slightly below that of the BK7 contour. While the other glasses have higher 

refiractive indices, they also have greater diversion, wdiich resuhs in a sUghtly reduced 

performance. This can be seen by looking at Figure 2.14, which also shows the contours 

for four single element lenses with spherical surfiices. In this case the glasses aU have the 

same diqiersion, that of BK7, but have the index of our four selected glasses. We see that 

the performance is now almost identical to eadi other. There are few (or no) glasses on 

the glass map correq)onding to these theoretical glasses. Contours for aspheric/diffractive 

singlets for the four selected glasses are shown in Figure 2.15. Again, we see that the 
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perfonnance of the four glasses is quite similar, but that the larger dispersion of the higher 

index glasses reduces their performance from that of the BK7 lens. 

Figure 2.1. Qass map, each mark representing a glass. 
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Figure 2.6. Lens represented by point in Figure 2.S. 
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CHAPTERS 

TWO FT FMENT LENSES 

bi this chapter we examine the performance mcreases that result from adding 

a^heric and diffi^ctive sur&ces to two element lenses. We con^are the resuks to that 

obtained for single element lenses in the previous chapter. 

3.1 Two Element Lenses 

Moving from a smgle element to a two element system offers several design 

advantages. First, there is an increase in the number of surfices, and thus an increase in 

the number of available variables. With two elements, we have a choice of flitting the 

power between two positive elements, or having a positive and a negative element. 

Gioosing to split the power between two positive elements will reduce the aberration of 

each, aUowing greater numerical apertures. However, since both elements are positive, 

the lens will suffer from field curvature, and will have a limited field. Choosmg one 

positive and one negative element will he^ to correct the field curvature, and this form is 

more Hkety for larger fields. If we choose, having two elements allows the lens to have 

symmetry about the stop. This is a powerfiil design tool, wliich removes the odd 

aberrations of coma, lateral color and distortion if there is perfect symmetry. Most lens 

systems do not exhibit perfect symmetry, and the lenses in this work are no exception. For 

the systems here, the object is at infinity, and the hnage close to the focal plane. Thus 

there is not symmetry of the conjugates. Nevertheless, having the lenses close to 



synnnetric about the stop goes a long way towards redudng the effect of the odd 

aberrations. 

As in the previous chapter, we begin by examining the performance of systems 

with ^herical surfaces. Figure 3.1 shows the contour for a merit flmction value of ISO for 

systems consisting of two BK7 elements with spherical sur&ces. It shows the usual trade 

between field and aperture. Figure 3.2 shows this contour con^ared to that of a BK7 

singlet from the previous chapter. The two element ^stem, like the singlet, suffers from 

chromatic aberration and field curvature. The singlet had axial color, and lateral color 

when the stop was moved way from the lens, hi contrast, the two element system has 

axial color, but the near symmetiy about the stop corrects for the lateral color. This can be 

seen by comparing the ray fan plots for the two systems. Figure 3.3 and 3.4 show the ray 

fan plots for a singlet with a 15 degree field, and the two element system for a 15 degree 

field, with its aperture set to that of the singlet. It can also be seen from the ray &n for the 

two element system that the coma is corrected. The singlet also suffers from ^herical 

aberration, which as discussed earlier, is less for the two element ^stem. It is apparent 

that the aperture of the two element system can therefore be increased, resulting in the 

shift of the contour seen in Figure 3.2. 

We next consider the effect of adding an a^heric suifiice to the two element 

system, v\Mch is shown in Figure 3.5. As with the singlet, adding an a^heric surface does 

not provide much of an increase in performance, since it has no effect upon the chromatic 

aberration. Hie iiqirovement in NA obtained by adding the adhere is approxhnately 

0.005. 



Adding diffractive suifiices will provide a way of correcting the chromatic 

aberration. Thus we e;q)ect that we will see a significant performance inq)rovement, and 

this is shown in Figure 3.6. Tlie systems of the highest contour in Fig. 3.6 consist of two 

BK7 elements, eadi with one ^herical and one difi&active suffice on a base ^here. A 

representative lens is shown in Figure 3.7. With the diffractive surfices, it is possible for 

each element can be individually corrected for axial color, and the system can be free of 

lateral color. The higher order diffractive terms can provide some correction for ^herical 

aberration, but q)herochromatismis seen. 

Figure 3.8 shows the effect of adding a^heric sur&ces to the lenses in Fig. 3.6. 

The aspheric surfiices provide an additional iEoprovement, allowing the spherical 

aberration to be collected by the adhere, not the diffiactive, wdiich reduces the 

spherochromatisnoL This correction provides iiiq)rovement across the entire field range. 

As in the previous chapter, we coiqiare the dif&active/a^heric system 

performance to that achievable using doublets, wiiich is shown in Figure 3.9. The doublet 

^stem performs better at the five degree field, having less ^herochromatism than the 

diflractive system. Otherwise, we see that the systems con^osed of doublets and the 

systems with difi&actives perform similar^. 

We now con^are the performance of the systems in the last chapter with the 

systems m this chapter. Figure 3.10 shows the contours for a single element with ^herical 

surfices, with a diffiractive sui&ce, and with an aspheric and diffiractive sur&ce, as well as 

two element systems with q>herical, diffiactive, and a^heri(^dijQ6ractive sui&ces. We see 

that the two element systems with diffiactive and a^heric/diffractive surfiices perform 
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significantfy better than the simOar single element systems. At smaller fields, the smgle 

element with diffractive performs better than two element ^herical system due to the 

color correction, but as the field is increased this advantage disappears. 

3.2 Effect of Different CHasses 

The systems considered so &r m this chapter have all used BK7. We now consider 

the effect of usmg different glasses, trying our four selected glasses. From what we have 

seen so &r, we would expect no performance tiiq)rovement in the two element ^heiical 

sur&ce system, since changing the glass will result in no inqirovement upon the chromatic 

aberration. This is illustrated in Figure 3.11. It is the addition of the difGractives, which 

allow color correction, that makes the biggest difference. 

We also consider changmg the glass in the diCfiactive and diffractive/aqiheric 

systems. A conqiaiison of systems of BK7 and LaFN21 is sbown in Figure 3.12. We see 

that changmg the glass does not have a large effect on the performance of the systems. 
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Figure 3.1. Contour of merit function value 150 for two element BK7 lens. 
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Figure 3.3. Ray &ns for BK7 singlet, IS degree field. 

Figure 3.4. Ray fiins for BK7 two dement system, 15 degree field. 
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Figure 3.5. Contours showing the effect of adding an a^heric surface to a two element 
BK7 system. 
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CHAPTER 4 

TRIPLET LENSES 

In the previous chapters we have examined one and two element systems. In this 

diapter we examine three element systems, in particular, variations of the tr^let. We 

begm by discussing the design of the Cooke tr^let, and examme the effect of introducing 

a^heric and dif&active sur&ces. We con^are these systems to those from the previous 

chapters. We discuss the validity of these conq)arisQns usmg our performance criteria. We 

then consider the use of the various lenses for a digital still camera system. 

4.1 Design of the Cooke Trylet 

Several authors have discussed the design of the Cooke ti^let (Kingslake, 1978) 

(Sharma, 1982) (Smith, 1996). The descr^tion presented here follows that of Smith. The 

Cooke tr^let consists of three separated elements, normalfy two outer positive crown 

elements, and an inner negative flint element. A typical Cooke tr^let is shown in Figure 

4.1. The outer elements are often chosen to be the same glass, but this is not required. 

The dioice of glass is quite in^ortant in the design of the Cooke tr^let, as we shall see 

below. With three dements there are just enough efifecdve parameters to allow correction 

of an seven primary aberrations. The parameters are the six radii of curvature and the two 

air-^aces. Hie thickness of the elements are also variable, but are somev^t redundant 

with the air-^aces. these parameters the focal length, axial and lateral color, and the 

five Seidel aberrations can be controlled. 



Li general we cannot concern ourselves onfy with the third order aberrations, we 

must also consider the effects of the higher order aberrations. As with many design 

problems, this results in a balancing of the higher order and third order aberrations to 

achieve the best desired performance. It has been shown that in the Cooke tr^let the 

amount of higher order ^herical aberration and higher order astigmatism are both related 

to the vertex length (Smith, 1958). With all other things equal, the longer the lens, the 

smaller the amount of higher order ^herical, and the larger the amount of higher order 

astigmatism. The amount of fifth order ^herical aberration will determine the amomit of 

residual zonal spherical aberration that is present in the lens, while the astigmatism will 

limit the field. la a typical Cooke tr^let the third and fifth order astigmatism are of 

opposite sign, resuhmg in a balancing of the fields. This is illustrated in Figure 4.2. As is 

seen in the figure, at some field the third and fifth order may combine such that the sagittal 

and tangential fields touch, resulting in no astigmatism. This field point is called the node. 

At fields larger than the node the astigmatism increases rapidfy, due to the domination of 

the fifth order term. This results in rapid deterioration of image quality, and limits the 

usefiil field coverage of the lens. 

Smith's study leads to the conclusion that a long vertex length tr^let is appropriate 

for high NA, small field ^stems where spherical aberration dominates, and a short vertex 

length tr^let is appropriate for small NA, large field systems, w&ere astigmatism will 

dominate. The determining fiictor in the length of the Cooke tr^let turns out to be the 

rdative V vahies of the glasses used for the positive and negative elements. This can be 

e>q>lained by considering the effect of changing the V number of the center fiint element. 



The axial color contribution of a thin lens element is proportional to the ratio of the square 

of the margmal ray height at the element to the V number of the element. Neglecting the 

&ct that we must also maintain the focal length, to maintain the elements axial color 

contribution when changmg the V number, the maTghial ray height on the element has to 

change. Thus if we increase the V value of the center element, we must also increase the 

marginal ray height on the center element. the first element remaining fixed, 

dbanging the margmal ray height is accomplished by changing the pacing between the 

first and center element. To increase the height, we decrease the pacing between them. 

Thus a larger V value results in a shorter vertex length. Similarly, a smaller V value 

requires a smaller marginal ray height, resulting in a larger spacing, and a longer vertex 

length. Thus we would expect high NA, small field ^stems to have smaller V values for 

the center element than for small NA, large field systems, all other things being equal 

But vsiiat of systems between these extremes? Suppose we want a system of both 

moderate numerical aperture and field. In this case there should be some optimum length, 

which is a conqiromise between the length desired to control the ^herical abeiration and 

the length desired to control the astigmatism. So m general tenns, the design of the tr^let 

consists of defining the glass for the outer elements, and then finding the desired V number 

which is optimum for the chosen con^iromise. 

Regarding the selection of glass for the outer elements, it has been found that the 

higher their index relative to the index of the inner element, the better the lens performs 

(Laikin, 1991) (Smith, 1992). Since we want the largest index difference that we can 

achieve with the optimum V number, we ejqpect the inner element glass will Ue along the 
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glass line on the glass map. 

4.2 Trylets 

The discussion above was based upon a study by Smith of published tr^let 

designs. We now present a study of triplets that mchide a^heric and diffractive sur&ces. 

For this study the outer elements were made of identical material, using the four 

previous^ selected glasses. The radii of all the elements were variable, as were the lens 

thickness and the pacing between the elements. The glass of the inner element was 

variable, subject to the boundaries discussed earlier. The focal length was again 100 mm^ 

the distortion constramed to less than 2%, and vignetting of up to 30% was allowed. 

In some cases the center element moves forward, its fcrst sur&ce conforming to 

that of the rear sur&ce of the first element, and essentia^ creates a doublet with a thin 

air^ace. This condition was not allowed for manu&cturing considerations. 

Figure 4.3 shows the performance contour for a merit function value of 150 for a 

tr^let with ^herical surfaces and BK7 for the outer element glass. The contour exhibits 

the now familiar trade between field and numerical aperture. Figure 4.4 shows the 

contours for all four glasses. We see in the triplet that increasing the index of the outer 

elements provides inoproved performance. 

We next examine the relationslt^ between vertex length of the triplet and the V 

number of the center element. We previous^ stated that for a given outer element glass, a 

lower center element V number would result in a longer vertex length. Figure 4.5 shows a 

graph of length versus V number for the lenses on the contours in Figure 4.4. We can see 



that the vertex length does indeed increase as the center element V number decreases. It 

can also be seen that the last point on the curve is not in its e>q)ected location, but folds 

back. This point correqionds to the five degree field lens. Also, the LaFN21 curve can be 

see to go horizontally on its right hand side. Hiis is because the glass for all but the 

leftmost two points is the same, and is the boundary vahie inq)osed on the upper right of 

the glass map during optimization. The glass tries to move to increase the V number 

difiference between LaFN21 and the center element, but runs up against the boundary. 

We predicted that the glass of the center element would reside along the glass line 

in order to maxhnize the index difference between the outer and inner elements. Figure 

4.6 plots the glasses of the inner element for the lenses of Fig. 4.4 and we see that our 

prediction was correct. 

We now consider the effect of adding an a^heric surface to the system As 

discussed m Chapter 1, the position of an a^heric surfiice within the system will affect the 

aberrations it introduces. We begin by putting the a^heric on the center element. In this 

case the adhere is close to the stop, so it will mainly contribute ^herical aberration. 

Figure 4.7 shows the contour for this tr^let, using BK7 as the outer elements, as well as 

that of the ^herical sur&ce tr^let from Figure 4.3. Figures 4.8 through 4.10 show plots 

for the other outer element glasses. The four graphs show gimilar in^rovement in NA 

from adding the adhere. As an exanq)le, the inq>rovemeat of the 20 degree field LaK8 

lens is 0.03. 

We next consider putting the a^heric sur&ce on the first element. In this case the 

asphere is well away from the stop, and will affect not onfy spherical aberration, but coma. 



asdgmatisin and distortion as weL Figures 4.11 through 4.14 conq)are the ^herical lens 

tr^lets from Figure 4.3 with the aspheric first element tr^lets. We again see an 

in^rovement in the lenses results from adding the a^heric sur&ce. Placing the aq)here 

on the last element was also examined, and was found to be inferior to placing it on the 

front element. 

We can conq>are the iiiq>rovement from adding an adhere to the center element 

and first element by plotting their contours on the same graph. These combined contours 

are shown in Figures 4. IS to 4.18. We can see that except for the five degree field case, 

the lenses perform better when the adhere is placed on the first element. Thus if we 

could only have one asphere in the tr^let system, we would want to place it on the first 

element. 

If we can have more than one ai^here in the system, we could put them on the first 

and center elements, or on all of the elements. We conqiare the various adhere 

combinations in Figures 4.19 to 4.22. We can see that each additional adhere provides an 

increase in performance. 

Having examined aspheric sur&ces, we next consider the effect of adding 

difQ:active surfiices. We begin by placing a dif&active sur&ce on the center element. As 

discussed earlier, the difB^ctive element has a very large diversion. We e^qiect that this 

should provide an inprovement of the design, which can be understood from our earlier 

comments on the effect of the refi:active index on performance. We stated that a larger 

index difference between the outer and inner elements produced a better performmg lens. 

Norma%, the index difference is determined by the V vahie and the glass line. With the 



diffiactive sui£ice, however, a lower index glass with a larger V number can be used, the 

diq)ersion of the difEractive sur&ce correcting for the V number of the glass. This is 

equivalent to creating a glass that lies below the glass line, ^peals to glass makers to 

produce such a glass have been published (Sharma, 1982). 

Figures 4.23 through 4.26 show the contours for lenses having a dif&active sur&ce 

on the center element, coiiq)ared to the corre^onding conventional triplets. We can see 

that the addition of a diffi^ctive surface provides inq)rovement across the entire contour. 

Again using the 20 degree LaK8 lens, the difEractive provides an increase of NA of 0.037. 

If we conq>are the addition of a diffiactive sur&ce to the center element to the addition of 

an a^heric suifiice to the center element, we find that the dif&active surface provides a 

greater inq)rovement. 

We can again plot the glasses selected for the center element. However, we now 

need to plot an effective index and V number. As discussed above, the addition of the 

difEractive sur&ce is similar to creating an artificial glass, one that lies beneath the glass 

line. To plot the glasses, we define the effective index and V number as in Stone (Stone, 

1986). The effective refi:active index is defined firom the equation relating focal loigth 

with the index and curvatures of the lens: 

Solving for the mdex at our three wavelengths, we can calculate the efiTective V 

number using the usual V number definition. Usmg these definitions, we generate Figure 

4.27, shows the effective center element glass for the diSractive center element 



lenses, as well as the center element glass from the original tr^lets of Figure 4.6. We see 

that the effective glasses all lie beneath the glass line. If we plot the vertex length versus 

effective V number, we obtain Figure 4.28. We again see that the vertex length generally 

decreases as the center elemoit V number increases. 

We saw that the addition of an a^heric surfice to the front element was more 

effective than adding it to the center or rear element. We now consider placing a 

diffractive surfiice on the front or rear element. The contours for these lenses are shown 

in Figures 4.29 to 4.32. We see that no particular location of the diffractive surface works 

better than the other in all cases. 

So &r we have examined the effect of adding aqiheric and diffractive surfices 

separately. Now we consider the effect of usmg both sui&ce types. From a production 

standpoint, it may be best to have the diffractive and aq)here on the same element. One 

exanq)le where this makes sense is in a replication process such as molding. We therefore 

look at a tr^let with a dif&active and an a^heric surface on the front element. The 

contours for these lenses are shown in Figures 4.33 to 4.36. We see that in all cases the 

combination of an a^heric and a diffractive sur&ce is superior to either individual^. 

If we separate the a^heric and the diffractive we can inqirove the performance 

even more. Figures 4.37 to 4.40 connate the performance for the a^heric/difOractive first 

element tr^lets with tr^lets with an a^heric first element and a diffractive center element. 

This performance increase must be weighed against the manufiicturing cost to have two 

nonconventional dements. 

As before, we can conqiare the performance of the systems in this chapter with 
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those from the previous chapter. Figure 4.41 conpares two BK7 two element ^ems 

with a BK7 triplet. We see that the two difEractive two element system performs 

comparably to the tr^let. For a LaFN21 system this is not true, as can be seen in Figure 

4.42. hi this case the inprovement obtained by changing to a higher index glass is greater 

for the tr^let than for the two element system 

To gain a feeling for the image quality obtained with a tr^let with adheres on all 

the elements, we can conpare it to a more conplex system composed of all ^herical 

surfices, such as a Double Gauss. We find that the aH a^heric triplet operating at F/2.8 

has approximately the same performance as an F/2 Double Gauss. 
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ngure4.1. Typical Cooke tr^let. 
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Figure 4.2. Property balanced astigmatic field curves, showing node. 
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Figure 4.3. Contour of vahie ISO for tr^let with BK7 outer elements. 
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Figure 4.4. Contours for tc^lets with outer dements of four selected glasses. 
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Figure 4.5. Vertex length vs. V number of center element. 

Figure 4.6. Center element glasses for the tr^iets of Hg. 4.4. 
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Figure 4.7. Contours showing effect of adding a^heiic surface to center element of BK7 
triplet. 
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Figure 4.8. Contours showing ^fect of adding a^heric sur&ce to center element of SK4 
tr^let. 
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Figure 4.9. Contours showing effect of adding a^heric sur&ce to center element of LaK8 
triplet. 
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Hgure 4.10. Contours showing effect of adding a^heric surfiice to center element of 
LaFN21 tr^let. 
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Figure 4.11. Contours showing effect of adding a^heric sur&ce to the first element of a 
BK7 tn^let. 
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Figure 4.12. Contours showing effect of adding aspheric surfiice to the first element of a 
SK4tt9let 
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Figure 4.13. Contours showing effect of adding a^heric sur&ce to the first element of a 
LaK8 tr^let. 
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Figure 4.14. Contours showing efifect of adding aspheric surfiice to the first element of a 
LaFN21 tr^let. 
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Figure 4. IS. Contours conq>aiing effect of adding a^heric suifice to center element or 
first element of a BK7 tr^let. 
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Hgure 4.16. Contours conqsaiing effect of adding aspheric siu&ce to center element or 
first element of a SK4 tr^let. 
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Figure 4.17. Contours conq)aring effect of adding aspheric surfece to center element or 
first element of a LaK8 tr^let. 
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Figure 4.18. Contours conoparing effect of adding aspheric surfice to center element or 
first element of a LaFN21 tr^let. 
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Hgure 4.19. Contours conq>armg effect of number of adheres for BK7 tr^let. 

Figure 4.20. Contours comparing effect of number of adheres for SK4 ti^let. 
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Figure 4.21. Contours coiiq)aring effect of number of adheres for LaK8 triplet. 

Figure 4.22. Contours con^aring effect of number of adheres for LaFN21 tr^let. 
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Figure 4.23. Contours showing effect of adding diffi-active surface to center element of 
BK7 triplet. 
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Figure 4.24. Contours showing ^ect of adding dif&active sur&ce to center element of 
SK4 ti^let. 
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Figure 4.25. Contours showing effect of adding difGractive sui&ce to center element of 
LaK8 triplet 
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Figure 4.26. Contours showing effect of adding diffractive sui&ce to center element of 
LaFN21 ti^let. 
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Figure 4.27. Effective center element glasses for the triplets having a diffractive surface 
on the center element. 
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figure 4.28. Vertex length vs. effective V nimiber of center element. 
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Figure 4.29. Contours conqiaring effect of adding a diffractive sur&ce to different 
elements of a BK7 triplet. 
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Figure 4.30. Contours coicparing effect of adding a difBractive sur&ce to different 
elements of a SK4 tr^let. 
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Figure 4.31. Contours con^aring efifect of adding a diffiractive surfice to different 
elements of a LaK8 tr^let. 
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Rgure 4.32. Contours conqiaring ^ect of adding a diffractive surfice to dififo'ent 
elements of a LaFN21 tr^let 
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Figure 4.33. Contours conq)aring effect of adding an adhere and difBractive to each 
individually on the first element of a BK7 tr^let. 
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Hgure 4.34. Contours con^iaring effect of adding an adhere and difBractive to each 
individual  ̂on the first element of a SK4 ti^let 
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Figure 4.35. Contours coi]:q)aiing effect of adding an adhere and dif&active to each 
individually on the first element of a LaK8 ti^let. 
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Figure 4.36. Contours con^aring effect of adding an adhere and difGractive to each 
individual^ on the first element of a LaFN21 tr^let 
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Figure 4.37. Contours conq)aring effect of adding an adhere and difGractive to the first 
element, and a a^heric first element and diffractive center element for BK7 tr^let. 
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Hgure 4.38. Contours con^aring effect of adding an asphere and diffractive to the first 
element, and a a^heric first element and diffiractive center element fi)r SK4 tr^let. 
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Figure 4.39. Contours conopaiing effect of adding an aq>here and diffractive to the first 
element, and a a^heric first element and diffractive center element for LaK8 tr^let. 
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Figure 4.40. Contours con^aiing e£fect of adding an adhere and difBactive to the first 
element, and a a^heric first element and dif&active center element for LaFN21 tr^let. 
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Figure 4.41. Contours con:q>aring various BK7 two element systems with a BK7 tr^let. 
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Kgure 4.42. Contours con^aring various LaFN21 two dement ^stems with a LaFN21 
tr^let. 



4.3 Digital Still ramera Î ses 

We now consider an example application for lenses incorporating a^heric and 

diffiactive sur&ces. Hie application we choose is a digital still camera (DSC), a product 

^ch is becoming increasmgly popular. The advances in detectors, computers, and the 

mfluence of electronic mail are all fectors driving this popularity. 

Hiis application is well suited to the use of aspheiic and/or diffiactive elements, for 

several reasons. Being a consumer product, size and weight are inqiortant considerations. 

Using aspheric and/or diffi:active sur&ces may allow the use of fewer elements, ^^Mch may 

reduce the size and weight of the lens. Marketing may find the use of these surfiices 

beneficial, allowing claims of advanced technology. Cost, however, and its associated 

trade with perfonnance, is the main driving force in the design of the lenses for this 

application. If the use of a^heric and/or diffiactive surfices can reduce the cost of a lens 

while maintaining or inqproving performance, a viable product may be created. 

There are a wide variety of sensors available for this application. Tlie choice of 

sensor depends on several fiictors, including pixel size and number, availability, and of 

course, cost. For our design work we select a generic sensor having parameters 

con:eq>onding to what is current^ available. We choose a megapixel format, meaning the 

sensor has at least a nnffion pkds. We select a 1280 x 960 sensor, \s4iich has a total of 

1.33 milfion pixels, and a 4:3 format. We choose to have square pixels with 5 micron 

widths and center to center pacings. This resuhs in a sensor with a 6.4 mm width, a 4.8 

mm height, and an 8 mm diagonal We assume that the sensor has a glass cover plate of 

thickness 0.55 mm, \^ch is positioned with its rear surfiice 1 mm from the pixel surfiice. 



With the sensor selected, the optical requirements of the lens can be determined or 

decided. Given the sensor dimensions, the choice of field of view will determine the 

focal length of the lens. Alternative ,̂ the field of view can be set by selection of an 

available lens. For our design work we choose to use an 8 mm focal length lens. This will 

provide a horizontal full field of view of 43.6 degrees and a diagonal full field of view of 

S3.1 degrees (ignoring distortion), ̂ 4iidi are fiurfy typical values. 

Ibis appfication genera% does not allow a large amount of distortion. As with 

our previous work, we limit the distortion to a maxinnim of 2%. 

The selection of a resolution requirement is based on the pixel pacing, as well as 

several other &ctors such as the amount of aliasing allowed and the reconstruction 

software associated with the sensor. We have selected a sensor with 5 micron pixel 

spadngs, ^diich sets a Nyquist fi'equency of 100 cycles/mm For our work we select a 

requirement of 50% MTF at half the Nyquist firequency. This will provide adequate image 

performance while minimizing the aKfldng that occurs. Thus our performance criteria is 

50% MTF value at 50 cycles/mm, \^ch we require over the entire field. 

There is also a need for the lens to provide a suitable relative illumination. The 

required value will depend in part on the sensor and its associated software. A typical 

value is 60%, and we will aim for this. 

In addition to the optical requirements of the lens, there are normalfy mechanical 

constraints inqsosed upon it, \^ch may be set by the medianical design of the camera. 

Exanq>les of such constraints are the overall length of the lens, the back focal length, and 

the diameter of the lens barrel or firont element. Additional mechanical constraints may be 



jiq)osed iqion the individual lens elements. The focal length we have selected resuhs in 

elements that tend to be small Tliis may make them difficult to handle and/or 

manufiicture. Center and edge thickness may have certain minimum (or maxhnum) vahies 

that are allowed. The allowed thickness will certainly be influenced by the element 

manufiicturing and assembly methods. Ihe constraint we inq)Ose is that the back focal 

length of the lens be at least 3 mm. This provides clearance for the lens above the sensor, 

and allows the insertion of fibers if desired. 

We consider digital still camera lenses having one, two and three elements. In 

cases wiiere a flint glass is required we will allow the glass to be a variable in the 

optinuzation. We consider fixed focal length lenses, and assume that they are user 

Reusable. la order to msure adequate performance over the entire sensor, five fields are 

used. These correspond to image heig^hts of 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 mm Three wavelengths, 

656.3, 587.6 and 486.1 nm, with equal weighting, are again used. 

4.3.1 Single Element DSC Lenses 

As discussed earlier, a single element provides few degrees of freedom, and is 

general  ̂limited by field curvature. The lens will also suffer from chromatic aberration. 

With a perfbimance criteria defined by geometric optics, we can design the lens as best we 

can, and stop it down until our criteria is met. Oar performance criteria for the DSC lens 

is based iqion the MTF, and diffraction must be taken into account. This sets a limit on the 

mflYinmini allowed F/# of the lens. If we calculate the on axis diffraction limited 

performance for various F/#'s, we find that the nmicmiiiin F/# allowed by our criteria is 



approximately F/14. Hiis is shown in Figure 4.43, shows the diffraction limited 

performance of an F/14 lens, just slightty above our goal of 50% modulation at 50 

cycles^mm. However, this is for the on axis case. Ihe obliquity of the piq>il off axis 

means that the larger fields will have larger F/#'s than that on axis. This sets an on axis 

limit of approximate^ F/9, ^^ch for the fiill field is approximate^ F/14. Thus we must 

achieve at least an F/9 lens to meet our performance criteria. 

Selecting BK7 as our glass, we design a single element DSC lens. We go directly 

to a F/9 smglet lens with an a^heric and a diffractive sur&ce. As before, the lens suffers 

from field curvature, and astigmatism is introduced to conqiensate for it. The ray fins for 

this lens are shown in Figure 4.44, and the MTF plot in Figure 4.45. The effect of the field 

curvature is seen m the poor performance of the maximum field. We therefore are imable 

to meet our DSC performance criteria with a single element. 

4.3.2 Two Element DSC Lenses 

We have learned from our earlier work, and the smglet element DSC lens example, 

that we will need to correct field curvature to meet our performance criteria. Since we 

now have two elements, we can provide correction of the field curvature by having one 

positive and one negative element, or by having meniscus elements. We begin by looking 

at a two element lens where one element is made of BK7, and the other element glass is 

allowed to vary. This will allow the element to be from a di^ersive glass for color 

correction if that is he^fiiL We do not find a suitable design with all ^herical suffices. 

We could find a design which meets the performance goal, but this occurs v\^en the 



second lens moves veiy close to the detector, violating our back focal length constraint. 

We therefore consider the addition of an a^heric surfice to the lens. Figure 4.46 

shows an example of such a lens. The first lens is a high diversion glass negative 

meniscus, ^^Me the second lens is a BK7 and is biconvex. The ai^heric sur&ce is on the 

second surfiice of the BK7 lens. The lens is operating at F/5.2. 

Figure 4.47 shows the ray fins for this lens. Hie scale of the ray fins is +/- 10 

microns. We see that there is some ^herical aberration, and that the lens suffers firom 

axial chromatic aberration. The lateral color, however, has been corrected. This is 

preferred to having the axial color corrected and lateral color present. 

Figure 4.48 shows the MTF plot for this lens. We are just meeting the 

performance requirement at the fiill field. 

The performance of the lens can be mq)roved, or the F/# decreased, by adding 

additional ai^heres or a diffractive surfice. We first consider addmg an aspheric surfice. 

From a manuficturing standpoint, it is probably best to add the adhere to the second lens, 

particukrfy if the lens is being molded. Hiis also makes sense from a design stanc^oint. 

We can see that spherical aberration is affecting the lens performance. Adding an adhere 

to the first surface of the second element allows correction of the ^hetical aberration, and 

since this surface is very close to the stop, the adhere will introduce essentially only 

q)herical aberration. 

After adding this aspheric surfice and reoptimizing, a performance iiiq)rovement is 

achieved. The MTF curves are shown in Hgure 4.49. We can therefore decrease the F/# 

of the lens until we readh the performance limit. Decreasing the F/# and reoptinnzmg, we 
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find we can achieve a F/4.1 lens and just meet our performance limit. The ray &ns for this 

lens are shown in Figure 4.S0. We can see that the axial color is still present, as the 

adhere cannot correct for this. We could inq)rove the performance sUghtfy by vignetting 

rays at the large fields. However, the relative iDumniation is ahready at 60%, and 

vignetting would fiuther reduce this value. 

Adding aq>heres to the first element will not he  ̂ at this point, as it is the 

chromatic aberration that is limiting the performance of the lens. &i order to correct the 

axial color, we add a diffiactive surfiice to the lens. We place the diffractive on the first 

sur&ce of the second element. At this position the difiEractive will introduce axial color, 

but win not change the lateral color. the addition of the difBractive sur&ce, a 

performance in^irovement in achieved. The ray fims are shown in Figure 4.51. We can 

see that the chromatic aberration has been reduced, wdiich allows the performance increase 

seen in the MTF plots of Figure 4.S2. We can again decrease the F/# until we reach our 

perfonnance limit. For this lens configuration we are able to achieve an F/3 lens and meet 

our performance requirement. 

We can further inq)rove the performance of the lens by adding an a^heric sur&ces 

to the first element. While this means that both elements will be nonconventional lenses, it 

provides a definite inqirovement in the mminnnn F/# achievable. With the addition of 

a^heric surfiices to the first element, we can obtain the performance requnrement at an 

aperture of F/2.5. This lens is shown in Figure 4.53, and its ray fims are shown in Hgure 

4.54. 
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4.3.3 Three Element DSC Leases 

Hie addition of a third element increases the number of available variables and 

creates several new possible configurations for the lens. Considering the negative-positive 

lens configuration above as the base system, the addition of another lens immediately 

creates two initial choices, the additional lens having positive or negative power. Each of 

the sur&ces of the added lens can be ^herical, a^herical and/or dif&active. Thus the 

possible element combinations increase rapidfy. We do not atteoopt to consider all 

possible combinations, but look at a few forms which provide acceptable performance. 

For the designer the addition of a third lens is attractive for the additional variables 

it provides. However, it should be remembered that the element comes with an associated 

cost. Assuming the individual lens elements are equalfy priced, and that they constitute 

the majority of the cost of the system, increasing from two to three lenses involves 

approximate^ a 50% increase in the system cost. The performance gained from the 

additional element must justify this price increase and its associated marketability. 

We win use the negative-positive lens configuration of the two element DSC lens 

as the starting point for our three element DSC lenses. Taking the system from Figure 

4.46, with an a^heric surfice on the second element, we add an element between it and 

the image plane. Optimizing the lens as before, we find the system shown in Hgure 4.55. 

This three element form can achieve our peiformance requirements at aperture of F/4.7, 

v^ch is an in^rovement from F/5.2 fi)r the simflar two element system The ray fins fbr 

this system are shown in Figure 4.56. Similar to the two dement system, this lens suffers 

from axial chromatic aberration. 



We can add an aqihere to the first sur&ce of the second element This inqiroves 

the performance of the lens such that an F/3.9 system can be obtained. Hie ray &ns for 

this lens are shown m Figure 4.57. We see that chromatic aberration again limits the 

performance of the lens. Hiis lens is onty a small in^rovement over the simnar two 

element F/4.1 system. 

As before, we can correct the chromatic aberration by the addition of a difBractive 

sur&ce. We again place the diJSractive on the first sur&ce of the second element. Addition 

of the dif&active allows the F/# to be decreased to F/2.6, as con^ared to F/3 for the 

con^arable two element system. The ray fiins for this system are shown in Figure 4.S8. 

We can fiirther inqirove the performance of the lens by adding a^heric sur&ces to 

the other elements. Adding a^heric sur&ces to the front element, we obtain the lens 

shown m Figure 4.59. The ray fins for this lens are shown ia Figure 4.60. The lens is 

operatmg at F/2.1, which conq)ares with F/2.5 for the conq)arable two element system. 

One issue that we have not addressed is angle of incidence upon the detector. 

With certain detectors, color filter and/or microlens arrays may set a limit upon the 

maymnini allowed angle of incidence. In some ^stems it is requested that the lens be 

nearfy telecentric in the image ^ace. The system in Figure 4.59 provides suitable 

performance, but the angles of incidence upon the detector are large at the outer fidds. 

We therefore consider a system with the additional constraint of being nearly telecentric in 

the image ^ace, an exan^le of \^ch is shown in Hgure 4.61. The chief ray of the 

maYitmitn field has an angle of incidence of less than 2 degrees. The ray fims for the lens 

are shown in Hgure 4.62, and the MTF plots in Hgure 4.63. The lens performs quite well 
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and meets our requirements for telecentridty, distortion, and back focal length. Hie lens 

is operating at F/2.8, which could be reduced given the margin between our performance 

requirement and its current MTF values. 

Note that a trade that occurs in requiring telecentridty is the size of the clear 

aperture of the rear lens. This is larger for the telecentric case than for the previous 

systems. This may limit the nrinimum outer diameter of the barrel used to mount the 

elemoits. 

The application of DSC lenses ofifers different constraints than the lenses we have 

previously exammed. The effective focal length is shorter and the performance 

requirement is uniform across the field mstead of a center weighted merit fimction. 

Nevertheless, we can draw some conqiarison to our earlier work. 

For a smgle element we see both in our previous work and the DSC work that the 

field curvature limits the system. The addition of a second lens allows some correction for 

this in both cases. Again m both cases the correction of chromatic aberration, A^ch the 

addition of diffractive sur&ce can provide, significant^ iiqproves the performance. In the 

case of the two element DSC, the F/# was decreased firom F/S.2 to F/3, while in the 

corcparable two element earlier work the decrease was from about F/16 to F/7. the 

chromatic aberration corrected, the addition of a^heric sur&ces provides additional 

improvement. Again looking at two elements, a^hetic sui&ces decreased the F/# from 

F/3 to F/2.S in the DSC case, and from F/7 to F/4.8 for our earlier work. We thus see that 

the knowledge obtained from our earlier work can be used as the basis for design of lenses 

for ^edfic applications. 
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Figure 4.43. MTF plot for F/14 lens, showing diffraction limited performance just meeting 
performance criteria. 

Hgure 4.44. Ray ftns for BK7 singlet DSC lens, with an a^heric and a diflfractive 
suifice. 
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Figure 4.45. MTF plots for BK7 singlet DSC lens with an aqiheric and a diffiactive 
sur&ce. 

2.50 m 

Figure 4.46. Two element DSC lens, F/S.2, with a^heric sur&ce. 
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Figure 4.47. Rays &iis for two element DSC lens, F/5.2, with a^heric suifice. 
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Figure 4.48. MTF plot for two element DSC lens, F/S.2, with aspheiic suifice. 
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Figure 4.49. MTF plot for two element DSC lens, F/S.2, with bia^heric second element. 
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Hgure 4.52 MTF plots for two element DSC lens, F/4.1, with dif&active/a^heric second 
element. 
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3 . S O  M M  

Figuie 4.S3. Two elemeat DSC lens, F/2.5, with bia^heric first element, a^heric and 
dif&active suifaces on second element. 
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Figure 4.54. Ray fims for two elemeat DSC lens, F/2.5, with bia^heric first element, 
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Figure 4.55. Ttiree element DSC lens, F/4.7, with a^heric surface on second element. 

Figure 4.56. Ray fins for three element DSC lens, F/4.7, with a^heric suffice on second 
element 
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Figure 4.S9. Three element DSC lens, F/2.1, with bia^heric first element, dif&active and 
aspheric sur&ces on second element. 
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Figure 4.61. Hiree element DSC lens, F/2.8, meeting telecentridty requirement. 

Figure 4.62. Ray fins for three element DSC lens, F/2.8, meeting telecentridty 
requirement. 
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CHAPTERS 

DIFFRACTION EFFICIENCY 

la this chapter we examine the effect of diffraction efBciency on the performance 

of systems containing difSnctive sur&ces. We begin by describing the effect of diffraction 

effrdency on images. Next we discuss the calculation of diffraction effrciency and its 

inclusion in our performance measure. Then we reevaluate the performance of the 

systems from the previous chapters that contain diffractive suffices. 

5.1 Effect nn Tmapes 

When designing systems using diffractive surfiices, the designer ^edfies the order 

that the diffractive will be optimized for. The program, unless instructed otherwise, 

assumes that all of the light incident on the surfice is diffracted into the design order. In 

practice this is not the case, particular  ̂with systems used with broadband illumination. 

The ratio of light that is in a given order to the total U^t transmitted by the suffice is the 

diffraction efBciency. Light that is in a non-design order will propagate through the 

system and possibfy reach the design image plane, resultmg in an unwanted secondary 

image. Hie secondary images are defocused from the primary image, and the defocus will 

depend iq)on the power and order of the diffractive suffice. Figures S. 1-5.3 show an 

example of a diffractive suffice, with light going into three different orders. The image 

plane is positioned for the design (first) order, at wMch light can be seen commg to a 

focus. The light in the zero order goes strai  ̂through the diffractive suifice and remains 
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conimated, \^e the light m the second order focuses closer to the lens than the design 

order. In this case all of the power in the system is diffiactive power, so changing the 

order creates a very large change in the system focal length. This difi&active sur&ce, 

however, is not tnify representative of the diffractives used in this work. We are using 

dififractive surfiices primarily for their color correction properties. As discussed m Giapter 

1, this resuhs in the ^rstem having much more refractive than dififractive power. In this 

case, changmg the order of the diffiactive sur&ce will not result in as large a change in 

system power. Figures 5.4-5.6 show an example of a refractive/diffiractive lens, w^iere we 

have taken one of the smglets from Chapter 2. We see that the design ordei again comes 

to focus at the image plane, A^e the zero and second orders are out of focus there. 

However, they are out of focus by less than m the purety difi&active case. we consider 

off axis points, the secondary images are not only defocused, they are laterally shifted as 

well 

We see that the result of usmg a diffiactive sur&ce without 100% diffiaction 

efficiency in the design order will be secondary images. How objectionable these 

secondary images are will depend upon the amount of energy they contain, and the scene 

that is being imaged. Consider the case of looking down a road at a single streetlight at 

night. The object consists of a gmall brigjit area surrounded by a dark background. If the 

streetlight is centered in the image, we will have an imaging situation similar to Figures 

5.4-5.6. We wQl have a focused image of the streetlight, ^^ch will have a halo 

surrounding it due to the out of focus secondary images. How much fight is in the halo 

win depmd iqion the difi&action efficiency. Note that even with a very high diffraction 
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efSdency, approaching 99%, the halo will most fikefy still be visible. This can be 

understood by considering the amount of light in the halo compared to the Kght in the 

background. Supposing 99% design order e£Bidency, then 1% of the light from the 

streetlight will end up m the halo. If the streetfight is 100 times as bright as the darkness 

around it, the halo will have an irradiance equal to the background. So the area around 

the streetlight, the halo, will have twice as much irradiance as the background outside the 

halo. It is likefy that the streetlight is more than 100 times as bright as the background, so 

the halo will be worse than in this exan:q>le. 

If the streetlight is not centered in the image, the secondary images will be laterally 

separated as well as defocused. Provided the lateral separation is larger than the image of 

the streetlight, instead of a halo we would see several di^laced, defocused images of the 

it. The same argument as above can be used to predict that the secondary images will be 

noticeable in the image. 

A small bright area on a dark background is certainly an extreme object condition. 

Now consider the opposite extreme, that of a uniform contrast object. This is an 

assunqition for almost all work on broadband imaging systems containing difiBractives, 

whether stated or implicit. As before we win have secondary images about each object 

point. However in this case, the secondary images created by the difiGractive will not 

contain much more light than the background they &11 i^on, since the background is not 

dark to begin with. The secondary images win combine to create an ovendl background 

level on top of the scene. This is somewhat simflar to the case of stray light generated by 

surfiice roughness within a system not containing diffractive sui£ices. The remainder of 
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work in this chapter assumes a low contrast object. 

S 7- r.alciilfltion of Piflractinii EflBciency 

In order to determine the effect of the secondary images on our systems containing 

diffiractives, we must calculate the amount of energy in the secondary images. The 

calculation of difi&action efficiency has been the subject of books and papers, with 

different reghnes and methods being discussed (Petit, 1980). For several reasons we 

choose to use scalar theory for our diffraction efiBciency calculations. Scalar theory is 

relative^ easy to understand, straightforward to calculate, and most in^)ortantly, is 

concerned with the dififractive feature size regime applicable to our systems. 

Scalar theory is generally considered applicable when the dif&active zone spadngs 

are greater than 5 to 10 times the wavelength of the incident light. For the visible region 

this corre^onds to approTomatefy 3 to 5 micron ring spacings. Achieving diffractive 

features larger than this is usualfy not a problem for the systems we are considering. It is 

possible to set the minimum zone pacing as a constraint in the optimization of the system 

if necessary. 

Scalar theory is discussed in several references. We do not present a derivation of 

the theory, but sinpl^ state and use the results. The diffraction efficiency of a given order, 

m, for a wavelength lambda, is given by 
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^ere Xo is the dififractive desig  ̂ wavdength (Buralfi, 1991). Using this equation, we 

generate Figure 5.7, \^Mch shows the diffraction e£Bciency of the first order as a function 

of wavelength. We see that the efficiency is theoretical^ 100% at the design wavelength, 

given here as 587.6 nm. As we move away from the design wavelength the efficiency 

decreases, meaning that there will be light in the nondesign orders. 

S MnHified Measure of Performance 

Throughout this work we have used the merit fimction value as the measure of 

system performance. In order to include the effect of diffiraction efficiency on 

performance, we must include it in the value of the merit fimction. Since the merit 

fimction value is based upon the transverse ray errors, it would seem a sinqile matter to 

trace rays in each of the different orders, weight them by their diffraction efficiency, and 

come iq) with a new merit fimction value. For on axis points this is indeed the case. 

However, for off axis points the procedure is not this single. The secondary images of an 

off axis point are lateral^ di^laced as well as defocused. This lateral displacement will 

create a huge increase in the merit fimction vahie, \^ch may not be trufy representative of 

the image degradation. As stated earlier, we are considering onfy low contrast objects. 

Given this assunqition, the appropriate way to evaluate the merit fimction contribution of 
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off axis points is to remove the lateral di^lacement of the secondary images from the 

calculation. We can see this by examining the area around the design order chief ray of a 

given field. Around the chief ray there will be the distribution of rays from the design 

order, bi addition, there will be rays from the secondary images of neighboring fields. For 

a given non-design order, there will be a neighboring field chief ray (for that non-design 

order) wiiose image plane location will coincide with the design order chief ray of the field 

we are examming. Thus we should include the distribution of rays in this neighboring field 

non-design order m our merit fimction calculation. For eadi non-design order we can find 

a neighboring field which should be included. We thus could sum the contribution of the 

design order with the contributions of the appropriate neighboring fields to achieve a new 

measure of performance. To do this we would need to find the correct neighboring fields 

whose chief rays fall at the appropriate location. We can sk  ̂determining the neighboring 

fields by sinqily usmg the secondary images of the given fields with the lateral 

displacement removed. This involves an assumption that the contribution of the secondary 

images with lateral di^lacement removed of the given field are equal to the contributions 

of the secondary images of the appropriate neighboring fields. This is a reasonable 

assumption since the neighbormg field contributions would come from fields both larger 

and smaller than the given field, \^ch would tend to average to the contribution of the 

given field. We therefore use a modified merit fimction, vdiidi includes the contribution of 

the secondary images with their lateral displacement removed, as our measurement of 

performance. 
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5.4 Reevahiation of Performance 

Now that we have an appropriate measure of performance that includes the effect 

of diffraction efficiency, we reevaluate the performance of the systems with dif&active 

surfiices from the earlier chapters. We again generate contours of constant merit fimction 

value. Our procedure is to stop down the systems until the desired modified merit 

fimction vahie of ISO is obtained. Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show merit fimction contours for 

the original system design order, and the corre^onding contours when the diffraction 

efficiency is mchided. These figures are exanqtles of a one and a three element system 

re^ectively. We see that inclusion of the non-design orders resuhs in a definite shift down 

of the contour. This is the e7q)ected result, as the inchision of the secondary images will 

increase the ^ot size, and thus the merit fimction value. We also see that the shift is 

larger for smaller fields, which based on the shape of the original contour, is for larger 

numerical aperture. This is also the e?qpected result, as for a given amount of defocus a 

larger NA will produce a larger bhir than a smaller NA. This trend is illustrated in Figure 

5.10, where we have reevaluated the systems containing diffiractive surfiices from the 

previous chapters and plotted the decrease in numerical aperture as a function of nominal 

numerical aperture. 

We now con^are the modified contours for the ^ems with diffiractives with 

snmlflr systems not containing diffiractives. Figure 5.11 compares a smglet with a 

diffi:active sui&ce to a smglet without a diffractive sur&ce. In this case the smglet with a 

diffractive is superior, since the color correction the diffiactive sur&ce provides is greater 

than the effect of the diffiraction efficiency. We saw in Chapter 2 that a conventional 
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doublet and a singlet with a difi&active peifomi similarly. So the diffraction efiSdency in 

this case would cause the difEractive smglet to perform less well than a conventional 

doublet. Figure S.12 con^>ares a tr^let with a difBractive sur&ce to a triplet with no 

difBractive sur&ce. In this case the tr^let without the diffractive sur&ce is superior. This 

is because it can correct for chromatic aberration by selection of the appropriate central 

element glass, as discussed in the previous chapter. The gain obtained in the nominal 

design by adding a diffractive sur&ce is less than the loss due to the effect of diffraction 

efSciency. 

We can do better than these graphs indicate by not just stopping the lenses down, 

but reoptmdzmg them at the smaller numerical apertures. Since the lenses were designed 

at a larger aperture, they will not perform as well at a stopped down aperture as would a 

lens designed at that smaller aperture. Figures S.13 and 5.14 show the effect of 

reoptimizing the lenses. Here we have stopped the lens down, reoptimized, evaluated the 

merit fimction vahie, and repeated the procedure until the desired merit function value is 

obtained. Again we see that there is a loss due to the diffraction efSciency. However, it is 

not as large as in the previous cases. Figure 5.15 shows the decrease in numerical 

aperture as a function of nominal numerical aperture for the reoptimized lenses. The graph 

has been plotted on the same scale as Figure 5.10 for con^aiison. We see that the 

reoptimization particularly he^s at the larger numerical apertures. 

While the decease in numerical aperture due to diffraction eficiency may lead 

some to the conclusion that diffractives are unsuitable for use in broadband imaging 

^ems, as with all design problems, the application will dictate the final design 
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paiameters. Hiere are situations ^ere the reduction in cost, weight or material 

availability may justify the use of diffiractive suifices. Exanqiles of this are low cost items 

such as toys, and systems usmg plastic or infrared materials, where there are a limited 

number of available materials. In the next chapter we will consider the use of a diffiractive 

to correct for material availability, la the end, the designer must give serious 

consideration to the effect of diffiraction ^ciency on system performance ^en 

considering using diffractives. 
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Figure 5.1. EMfEractive lens showing design (first) order coming to focus at image plane. 

Figure 5.2. Diflfractiye lens showing zero order, out of focus at image plane. 
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Figure 5.3. Dif&active lens showing second order, out of focus at image plane. 

Figure 5.4. Refractive/diffractive lens showing design (first) order coming to focus at 
image plane. 
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Hgure 5.5. Refractive/difBractive lens lowing zero order, out of focus at image plane. 

Hgure 5.6. Refractive/difBractive lens showing second order, out of focus at image plane. 
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CHAPTER 6 

TOLERANCING 

la this chapter we conapare the tolerance sensitivity of a few a^heric and 

diffiactive systems with those of conventional system We consider the effect of a decenter 

error. We also examine the effect of a nonoptimum center element glass, and the use of a 

diffractive to correct for this. 

6.1 Decenter Errors 

Tolerancing is the process of assigning the allowed variation from nominal of the 

various parameters describing the lens. It is a broad subject, with paper collections and 

dissertations about the topic available (Adams, 1987). Tolerancing can consume a great 

deal of time and resources. It is not our goal in this chapter to perform rigorous 

tolerancing anafyses of the systems from the previous chapters. Instead, it is to find the 

sensitivity of the lenses to decenter errors. We have selected four systems to con^are. 

These are a conventional LaK8 triplet, a LaK8 tr^let with an aspheric on the first element, 

a LaK8 tr^let with a^heric sur&ces on all three elements, and a LaK8 tr^let with a 

diffractive on the first element. 

We have chosen to examine the effect of a decenter of the sur&ces of the a^heric 

element. The reason for this choice is that this error shows a difference between 

conventional and a^heric lenses. Earlier we brie% discussed the manufiicture of 

conventional and aspheric elements, and the final step of edging to the desired outer 
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diameter size. In the conventional case, decenter of the two sur&ces relative to each other 

can be removed in the final edgmg process. Ihis is because each sur&ce is rotationaOy 

symmetric with reject to a line through its center of curvature. In contrast, an aspheric 

sur&ce has a single defined axis about ^^ch it is symmetric. Unless this axis passes 

through the center of curvature of the opposite surfiice, there will be a relative decenter of 

the two surfiices. We consider a decenter in one direction only, although there could be 

conqiound decenters. 

When the final edging is done, it may be that the a^heric sur&ce is centered and 

the ^here decentered, the inhere centered and the a^heric sur&ce decentered, or both 

decentered, assuming the lens is not made perfect .̂ When the lens is mounted, there will 

likefy be an additional error due to element decenter. 

To determine the sensitivity to decenter error, we again use the merit fimction 

value as our performance measure. However, we must modify our standard merit fimction 

to account for the break in symmetry that results fi:om a decenter. We therefore increase 

the number of fields fi'om three to five, with the addition of two fields on the opposite side 

oftheaxis. We thus have fields of 0,0.7, 1,-0.7 and-1 times the maximum field. 

For our sensitivity analysis we assume that the form of the sur&ces of the lens 

have been perfectly created. Ihe onfy error is a decenter of the surfices. Our procedure is 

to decenter a sui&ce a sinall amount and evaluate the merit fimction value. We then 

repeated^ increase the amount of decenter and evaluate until the desired decenter range is 

covered. We do this for each of our four selected systems. We evaluate the decenter in 10 

micron steps, with a maximum decenter of 50 microns. 
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Hie effect of decenter of the first surfiice of the first dement for IS degree tr^lets 

is shown in Figures 6.1 through 6.8. For the aqiheric lenses this is the location of the 

asphere. The data is di^layed in two ways. In Figure 6.1 we have graphed the merit 

fimction value as a fimction of numerical aperture for the different amounts of decenter. 

Figure 6.2 shows the same data, this time with the merit fimction value versus decenter for 

the various numerical apertures. Figures 6.3 through 6.8 follow the same format. Ihe 

trend that is seen fi'om these graphs is that the conventional tr^let is the least sensitive to 

the decenter, followed by the tr^let with a dif&active, the tr^let with an adhere on the 

first element and the tr^let with an adhere on each element. 

The sensitivity to decenter increases with numerical aperture. As we have seen, the 

addition of aspheric or diffiactive surfices allows us to increase the numerical aperture 

and maintain performance. We therefore look at the different systems at the same 

numerical aperture, v^ch is shown in Figure 6.9. From the slopes of the curve we again 

see that the a^heric lenses are more sensitive than the conventional lens. 

We can also look at the decenter of the second sur&ce of the lens. This turns out 

to be quite insensitive to decenter in all fi>ur cases, and we therefore do not di^lay the 

data. 

The sensitivity to decenter will require the development of inq)roved edging and 

mounting techniques to allow for practical commercial manu&cture of systems containing 

â heric systems. Even with their sensitivity, the figures show that for this single surface 

decenter, up to a certain amount and based on numerical cperture, the aspheric systems 

outperform the ccnventional systems. 
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The quesdon as to v\^y are the aspheric lenses more sensitive than the 

conventional is not an easy question to answer, as there are many variables to consider. 

We do not attenqit to provide a conqtlete descr^tion, but offer one possible explanation, 

based upon the surfice aberration contribution. 

When a surfice is decentered, the rotational symmetry of the lens system is broken, 

and new aberration forms are introduced (Mahajan, 1998). An exaii9>le of the introduced 

aberration is shown in Figures 6.10 and 6.11. These are the ^ot diagrams for the aspheric 

on an element system with a SO micron decenter of the a^heric sur&ce. Hie asymmetry 

across the field is seen, as is coma on axis, wMch can be one new aberrations introduced. 

The amount of introduced aberration depends upon the amount of decenter, and the 

amount of aberration the centered sur&ce creates. If the a^heric sur&ces introduce more 

aberration than the corresponding spherical sur&ce, a given amount of decenter will 

introduce more of the new aberration forms for the a^heric case than in the conventional 

case. 

Figures 6.12 to 6.14 show ray fims considering only the first smfiice of the lenses, 

di^laying the amount of aberration introduced by that sur&ce. In this case the stop 

location mimics the stop location of the system, such that the surfiice operates in the 

system use condition. Hie first sur&ce of the lens with an adhere on the on it introduces 

slightly more aberration than the corre^onding sur&ce of the conventional tr^let, wMe 

the first sur&ce of the lens with adheres on all the elements introduces significant  ̂more 

aberration. The amounts agree with the relative sensitivity seen in the earlier figures. 
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6.2 Nonoptimum Center Element Glass 

There are current  ̂a large number of optical glasses available, wMch can be seen 

from Figure 2.1, vvliere each point shoiwn represents a particular glass. While each of 

these glasses is listed in the manu&cturers catalog, from a practical stan^oint they may 

not an be available for use. Factors such as cost, lead time or blank size may rule out 

some of the glasses. Physical characteristics such as workability, chemical resistance and 

thermal properties may exclude others, while enviromental concerns may rule out still 

more. Thus the number is not as large as the glass map would indicate. However, there is 

stin a considerable number available. 

There is some movement towards reducing the total number of glasses. This 

should resuh in lower cost and higher quality due to reduced inventory costs and increased 

volumes. This reduction in number must be balanced against the need for a range of index 

and Abbe number values to permit cost effective designs (Zhang, 1994). This conq)romise 

win most likefy be driven by market forces. 

Smith has examined the effect of a nonoptimum glass on the Cooke tr^let (Smith, 

1996). We consider the possibility of correcting for this by the addition of a dififiractive 

sur&ce to the tr^let. We examine the BK7 conventional tr^lets from Chapter 4, 

proceding in a manner smwlar to that used by Smith. Taking a tr^let, we remove the 

center element glass index and Abbe numbers as variables, and optimize the lens usmg our 

standard merit fimction and constraints. We make a sman change in the Abbe number and 

index of the center element glass and reoptimize. We repeat this procedure, moving in 

both directions along the glass line from the initial glass values. At each step we decrease 
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the numerical aperture and optimize until the merit fimction value of ISO is obtained. As 

we discussed earlier, with the outer element glass defined, there is some optimum center 

element glass for the combination of field and aperture the lens is designed for. As we 

move away firom the optimum glass, the vahie of the merit fimction increases, and the 

numerical aperture must be decreased to stay on the same contour. Plotting the curves for 

three lenses on the contour, we obtain Hgure 6. IS. 

As we saw earlier, adding a diffiactrve surfiice allows creation of an effective Abbe 

number of the element it is placed on. If we place a diffiactive surfice on the nonoptimum 

glass center element, we should be able to correct for the fiict that the V number is not 

optimum. We therefore repeat our procedure above, this time allowing a dif&active 

surface on the center element. Tlie resuks are displayed in Figure 6.16. The effect of 

difGraction efBciency has been included in these curves. 

A direct conqiarison between the performance for nonoptimum glasses with and 

without a diffiractive sur&ce is shown in Figures 6.17 to 6.19. We see that in each case 

the diffiractive can provide some correction for the nonoptimum glass. 
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Figure 6.12. Ray fins for first surfice of conventional triplet. 

Figure 6.13. Ray fims for first suifiice of tr^let with adhere on first element 
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Figure 6.14. Ray fims for first sur&ce of triplet with adhere on aU elements. 
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Figure 6.18. Coii:q)arison of contours with and without diffractive for the 13 degree field 
tr^let. 

Hgure 6.19. Conq[>arison of contours with and without difiBractive for the 25 degree field 
tr^let. 
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CHAPTER? 

SUMMARY AND FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS 

The goal of this work was to examine the performance inq)rovement that is 

obtained by adding a^heric and/or di£B:active sur&ces to one, two and three element 

lenses. The performance of a lens can be evahiated in several ways, and we have chosen to 

select the value of the merit function used in the design of the lenses as our measure of 

performance. this, we have generated lenses of equal performance for a range of 

field angles and lens configurations, usmg four selected glasses for our crown elements. 

We summarize the resuhs in the following paragraphs. 

We began by examining single element lenses. A single element has few degrees of 

freedom, and it suffers from chromatic aberration and field curvature. The addition of an 

aq)heTic surface to the smglet does not correct for either of these, and thus does not 

provide significant inq)rovement to the lens (Hgure 2.9). The addition of a dif&active 

surfice allows the correction of chromatic aberration, providing an increase in 

performance (Hgure 2.10). Like the a^heric sur&ce, the diffractive sur&ce does not 

correct for field curvature, so the lens will still be limited by this at larger fields. The 

conventional counterpart of the diffiactive smglet is an achromatic doublet. we 

conqiare the performance of these two configurations we find they are shmlar (Figure 

2.12). Changing between our four selected glasses provided no in^rovement in the case 

of a singlet (Figures 2.13-2. IS). 

The addition of a second element provides an increase in the number of variables 
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available to the designer. This will allow greater aberration control (Figures 3.3 and 3.4), 

and ixq>roved performance \^en con^ared to a single element (Figure 3.2). It also allows 

for a reduction in field curvature by choosmg to have one positive and one negative 

element. Tlie two element ^stem suffers firom chromatic aberration, and the addition of an 

a^heric sur&ce has little effect on inqiroving the performance (Figure 3.5). As in the case 

of the singlet, the addition of a difiBractive sur&ce allows color correction and a significant 

performance increase (Figure 3.6). Conqiarison to the conventional doublet counterpart 

again shows similar performance between the two (Figure 3.9). With the diromatic 

aberration reduced, addition of an aq>heric sur&ce is now effective (Figure 3.8). 

A tr^let can achieve color correction throu  ̂the proper selection of glass and 

powers, and can reduce field curvature through the selection of positive and negative 

elements. Nevertheless, improvement can be obtained through the use of a difEractive 

surfece (Figures 4.23-4.26). In this case the diffractive surface allows the creation of a 

glass effective^ below the glass line (Figure 4.27). Hie addition of adheres, with or 

without a difEractive sur&ce, brings inqirovement due to the aberration control they bring. 

We found that if a single aspheric sur&ce is used, it provided tnayhmini improvement 

\^en it was placed on the first element (Hgures 4.15-4.18). The use of mult^le adheres 

showed improvement fi:om each additional adhere (Figures 4.19-4.22), but the designer 

win have to determine if this performance increase is worth the increased cost and 

complexity. 

Having looked at these various systems, we have considered their use in a ^edfic 

application, that of a digital still camera (DSC). Using realistic parameters for our sensor. 
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field and perfomiance requirements, we have found it necessary to use at least two 

elements (Section 4.4.1). With two elements, we have designed lenses usmg various 

combinations of a^heric and diffiactive sur&ces. We found that for a two element system 

we were able to achieve a F/S.2 lens using a smgle a^heric sur&ce and a F/4.1 lens using 

two a^heric surfices. As we have seen before, chromatic aberration must be corrected 

for iiuther improvement to occur. The addition of a diffractive surfiice allows an 

m^rovement to F/3. K'we choose both elements to be nonconventional, we can obtain an 

F/2.S lens. As before, adding another element brings more available variables, and 

inqiroved performance. We ultimate  ̂achieve a three element F/2.1 lens. 

The addition of a difGractive surface brings with it stray light due to the effect of 

diffraction efficiency. Under the condition of a low contrast object the light in the 

nondesign orders was included in the measure of performance and its effect on the lens 

performance evaluated (Figures S.8-5.10). hi the case of a singlet the improvement due to 

color correction outweighed the degradation due to diffraction efficiency (Figure 5.11), 

vvMe the opposite was true m the case of a triplet (Egure S. 12). 

We have seen that the addition of aspheric and diffiactive surfices can inq)rove 

design performance. The question of predicted manu&ctured performance is normally 

addressed in the tolerandng stage of the design. We did not attempt to provide a 

complete tolerance anafysis, but chose to look at one qiedfic error that illustrates a 

difference between conventional and aspheric lenses. We found that the sensitivity of the 

trplets containing aspherics to decenter of the first sur&ce of the first element was found 

to be greater than that of a comparable conventional system (Figure 6.9). One possible 
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eTqflanation for this is that the aq)heric sur&ce is introducing more aberration than its 

conventional counteipart (Figures 6.12-6.14). Nevertheless, for certain amounts of 

decenter the a^heric systems performed better than the conventional system at an equal 

numerical aperture. 

It is likely we will see a continued increase in the number of systems containing 

a^heric and difi&active sur&ces. With this^ we suggest several possible extensions to the 

work that has been done here. A complete analysis of tolerancing of these types of 

systems would be useful, as would a study to reduce their sensitivity. Inq)roved 

manu&cturing methods of diffi:active and aspheric elements could also be examined. 

Single aq)herics are regulariy used in video cameras, so the extension to zoom 

systems is already being performed. The use of mult^le adheres to further reduce 

con^lexity in zoom lenses ^ould be investigated. 
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